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During the past two\decades,'ad ances in information processing and
communication technologies haye'S'Ub§tantially increased the ability

of organiiations to collect, store, and procesp data in-support of
a vast and ever increasing number of management programs. Along with
this increased,abAlity has,:cOme recognition of the need for automated
tools to manage data, and information which in turn has led to a variety
of software products. .This study was undertaken to prOvide astate-of-
the-art survey of data element dictionary/directory systems developed
by government agencies.

. .

This report identifies' data element dictionary/directory systems by
!Line and source and provides a description of their features. This,

in.nocase, implies 4 recommenddtion or end,orsement by the National
Bureau of"Standards nor should ,this presentation be construed as.,a
certification that any of ttiesp systems provide the indicated capa-
bilities. The information is presented as furnished by the partici-
pating agencieS and has been reviewed by them fox accuracy and clarity.
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Appendix -C - Narrative System Descriptions%

'ADISDED - Associate' Directorshjp, fai Information`Vstem Data

Elgtent,Dictionary (W.S.. Civil 'Service Commisk-on)
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ASCSDBA.- Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service
...

Data Base Directory (Department of AgriCulture)...,--i ....A
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.
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Appendix C - Narrative System Descriptions (continued)

FPCRI - Federal Power Commission Regulatory Information System
- .

,(Fed r'l Dower CommiSsiori) 65-

k LOGDRMS - Logistics Data Resource Management S5,stem Oepartment

of Defense - Office of the Secretary. of Defense) % ..69
4 . #011it

STADES - Navy World-Wide Military Command and Control System
-.-----

(WWMCCS) Standard. Data Elements (Department of Defense-

.S. Navy)...,. 83,
. .

USDADBD - p.s% tDepartmene of Agriculture Data Base Directory
, . ;

(Departient oplgriculture) ( ... ......... a....91,

VADD - Va Brans Administration Data Dictionary (Veterans

Administration)

Appendix D - Scope Notes for the Narrative System Descriptions

Appendix E ..LDefinitions of Information Entities
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Thi's report presents the current,staterof-the-art of government -
developed Data Element Dictionary /Directory (DED/D) systems.* DED/D's
are software tools.used for managIng and controlling information and

data. Eleven DED/D'systems are descrihed,.fireEusing a side-by-side
features.,prdsentation approach, and followed by narrative systems des-
criptions which highlight special capabilities arid experiences with ''`

each system. Information presented An' this repArt is intended to serve

both the_ technical and administrative-ADP Comlunity.
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1. Ihtroduction .

An incrdasing awareness Of the need to manage data resources has P
led to the developlent of systems that identify, describe, define,
and relate the basic unit of information, the data element. To
gain insight into thest syslems, Federal Information Procssing

'Standards Task Group on,Data'Element Dictionary (PIPS TG 17) was
given theytask of developing guidelines for Constructing data
element dictionaries/directoried (DED/D'e). As'a part of this
effort, the task group isAunrently engaged in examining concepts,
principles and applications of data reSourcemanapment and data
resource directories. Another of. TG 17's assignment-is to -identify .

the relevant PerformanCe characteristics of the automated pwcesses
' designed to use and maintain DED/D's.

'

6

The growing-need for.a tool to manage and control data resources-has
already affected Government managers, mAy of.whom have developed 4

and implemented DED/D's. Recognizing this, TG 17'established a sub-
group.to research`, describe and compare as many'of these, Goverilment
DED/D systems, as possible. Concurrently the Systemand Software, .°
Division, Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) undertook to describe a representative set
of commercially aVailable DED/D's. The results,of this effort are c.
contained in NBS Special Publication 50Q-3; Technical Profile of
Seven Data Element Dictionary /Directory Systems. Because of th'e
obvious parallel between these two tasks, this document has been
organized in a similar manner and draws upon material in NBSSpecial ,

Publication 500-3.

Among tools for managing Lad'contriling data resources, rive general
Capabilities have been identified: data catalog, data,dictionary,
data directory, data dictionary/directory, and data resource directory.
Since TG 17 wished to emphasize ,the'use.of DED/Wis as tools for the
Management of data as an organizational resource 7 not as mechanical
cOmponents of softkare,sfstems - it excluded software modules that are, -.4

essentially file preaeffnition tools for data base management systems
or file management packages but are frequently called dictionaries.
TG 17 realized that nohe of the syitems examined was exclusively
catalog, dictionary, directory, or data resource directory, but a
hybrid of these Capabilities. Neverthe2ess, certain terms wereofound -

useful in portraying the orientation and scope of the DED/D within an
agency's data resource management program. ,Goncepts%in'data resource
management are being explored in-depth by working goups within TG 17.

.

*do
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QA sig nificant number df the Agencies responding to TG 17's initial ,

request for participation had already implemented or were-in the
process of implementin4 DED/Kse TG 17 decided to use these DED/D
Systems as the starting point of this survey. The systems included
cover i wide range ofpurposes,and capabilities, and reflect both
differing philosophies of data mdnagement and dIfferinglevels of

. kndwledge and experience in the field.

The puipose of this document is'mdi.fold : 11 to help, the potential'

User in evaluating hi* requireMents foi, a DED/D; and 2) to acquaint

.

HIV

`41,

. . the reader with a sampling of.existing°sYstems and the associated

VA features, as representative of thb state -ofw-the-art within the
.

.

Govelnment.community. '''
. , t.,

-... ,.- '.

' . . ,

This Is not an exhaustive list -of government DED/D Systems, but it
reflects a selection

6lection

of representative systems whip TG-17 reviewed.
.

Incldsiton.of a system does not imply ylrecommendatn or endorsement.
Similarly4. omission Of a sl?stemdoes setimply that its capabilirtieg
'are'less than those of an included system.. ., .

-,...,%
. .

ADISDED - Associate Directorship for InformatoniSystems
- .

,

Data Element Dictionary .

,
U.S. Civil Service Commission.

1,

..----:

-

.
. ASCSDBD - Agriculture Stabilizatron and Conservation ,

Service Data BareLDiIectory ...
.

- ',.,. Department of AgriciLture
Stabilization and,Conservation Service ,

. P , 4ftiRimarigE2g2t.

DARCOM DED/SYSCAD - Army Materiel Development and

6 Readiness Command Data Element
.

,..

.-,

Dictionary and 'System Control

and Documentation .
,-

Department of Defense
.

. ° Army, Materiel Development and
r

.'s-
Readiness Copeland (DARCOM)

. . , --z......, .
1(

DEMS - Date'Elemene Management- System '

Department of State
.$ Agency for International Development (AID)#
.

, . ., -. ..

DLCS L Data Label Control System
Department of Transportation.

, U.S. Coast Guard .' .

t,

it
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'DMB/DED - Department of Motor Vehicles Data Element Dictionary
State of New York

0

Department of Motor Vehidles
A

,

.
. . . .

.

,FPCRIS,- Federal Power Commission Regulatory Information gystem .

Federal, bwer 'Commission a

, ,

. . s. a '

, ..

° _LOGDRMS --Logistics. Data Resource Management System Os ..
.

o f
. .

.

. Department Defense . . .

Office of the Secretary of Defense (DoD 10GDESMO)
.

. .
. .

ST- NavirIforld-wide Military Command and Control Syseeri;
Standafd Data Element System .

Department'of Defense : ,

..Navy Regional Data
(NARDAC Washington Naval Shipyard)

. )
4 '''

USDADBD.- U.S. Department of Agriculture Data Base'Directory.
Department of Agriculture . c

Office of Automated Data Systems

VADD Veterans Administration Data Dictionary
Veterans Administration

.,
4 --) .

1'
_

.

Documentation for all o he above systems is generally 'available with
the'exception of FPCRIS ch is in the implementation phase.

, (

.

.
. .- -

The
e
discussion ongach system will be presented in

,

Iwo sections: 1)
. ..

a feature list 'which focuses,on the technical characteristic'sNof each
system appears as Appendix Ai and 2) a narrative systems description
which focuses on the development.and implementation experiences of

° the implementor appears as Appendix C. Taken together, the feature
list and the narrative 'Eystem_description represent a total DED/D

,system deseriptiOn. The feature list presents objectively the technical
charactdYistiOs of the systems In a side-by-side format thereby lending,
itself to comparative, analysis. The narrative desCribes ,the system in°

.

... ..
, -

terms of the problems, need's, and resources of the particulai agency . . /
fctr.which the DED/D was.impleraented. IF4fact, it shduld be noted that
each system narrative should be viewed only within the context. Further,

it should be emphasizedNthat the total system description is not,intdnded
to serve as a guide to system implementation or se'Iection, but as an '1.

example o how common data management problems haNe,been apprdached
through systematic definitiOd of data resources and their interrelationships.

4

O

2

a

so ,

1, V

0.t
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This puWtation does not presdribeDor recommend a level of implements-
tion nor 'a given software system to any_particular user:* Instead, it
suggests those factor's which should be addressed,-by an organization
interested in a DED/D system. Therefore; the reader should choose
those factors which are relevant in developing his own functional
'requirements, 'design and performance specifications., It should be' ,

emphasized' that it is,important for the reader- to first define his
own position as-closely as possible And then attempt a soluton btted
on the experiences of those close to.that,position.

.

A summary matrix.of the systems include4sin this surva'y is shoT,n1

.

fn

Figure 1 and presents their general characteristics such as: opera-
tional mode, major hardware, degree of implementation tand informational'
entities portrayed.;

.
p

t a s.

Appendix E provides applicable definft\oins of the terms'referenced in_
this publication. °°

).

S

1.1

4
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2. The Data Element DictionaAbirecto 'as a Tool fornata Management'

The recent introduction of,the DED/D ha provided management with an
essential tool to inventory, document, an& locate.its data resources,
therebyperthitting the data to be managed as a resource' of the-organi-
zation.

Within this new class of-tools, fire general capabilities have been
identlified, that of:

1. data catalog an organized listing, with or without a
description, by full name of all data elements used by

an organization; 4P
0

2 data dictionary - an orderecollection Of data 'element
descriptiont containing specific identification-attributes.

4'

3. data directory an ordered collection of data eiment
mames,ana/oridentifiers, and attributes which provide
location of the elements.

4.- data dictionary /directory - an ordered collection,of'
data elements that combines the features of a lita catalog,
data dictionary,-and a data directory; .

5. data resource directory an ordered collection of
informational entity identifiers and their attributes

including those which provide location and interrelation-
,

ship information; A data resource directory contains.-
many of the features of a dictionary/directory; but is

notlimited.todataelementsinsofar-as informational'
entity'contenels concerned.

_

' c.

Since most of the eleven gowrnment-developed systems a4e,pf the'

data:element dictionfiry/directory, f6cus will be placed on this

- group. .
. -,

.

_ .

., -
. ,, ,-.,

t3

NBS Special Publication 500-3 had: iaint4fied a set of characteriirics

for
,
commercial DED/D's. The .following subset of these charaOteristics

gener,ally,' applies togovernment DED /D's'surveyed by TG 17. These

. :systems:
.

-------
:

_ 4.

, .

1. contain a unique identificatiqn, a set of physical characteristic's,'

-and a textual description of each of the data elements;

,2." show the'relationships""Of elements to, each other, ,and to other

components of -theoqstem,,,e.g.', programs, reports;



, 7%)

/ ;. . , A'

3. specify the source,- location; usage and d'estinatioplof
4the elements;

,4

. ,

/

4. have velidationA mnd redundancy-checking capehilitAe
,

5.. contain security eguaras to control the,addese0 ity;
to thekdata'elem s;

,' , # $ ,,.6, have reporting "abilities, such a I 'l'..
I A

' J. 1 I ..: fif
f

a. predefihe eanent -oriented,; statiWcal sr summary
.

.
report§

cross-z,*".erende reports,
s

c. eleinenten4age'reports
,

d. audit trail tenortS,

e. change-effect reports,
7 "..

f. error /reports;
, .

, '

7. have retrieval .capabilities,, such as keyw
. and online or batch tlUerying.

These government systems also dontain'othdrfeatu
each one from the other. For example, some ay
act ve capabilities, and-some are precisSminentb'T
sur eyed DE D syStems have as their::Main-functions the doniroand
mahagement.b 4ata elements. ,Some og,theseleyetefis ate implemented .

without 'dependence on a database minhgement sYst m (DBMS). However,
thereare others'that are implemented a appliea ion systems Ueing
DBMS'software. In both cases, the pEptp syitems functions arenot
secondark,to those of the DBMS.

1.,0!.,

.

rding,

't
s that distinguish

have onlineintert-
ch systems. pie-

.NBS Special,Fublication.500-3 noted the fbllowinrtangible-benefip
that can be .derived from the use of ebED/D:'

* Simple and effective control of the dete-elementi.4-.

* .Reduction of 'data redundancy and' inconsistency;,

, . .,,
* Enforcement of standardusage;, ,:,%

*,Enforcement of'security safeguards and controlled adcessibility
of thel'ea base; .

* Determination:,,of the Impact, on_the totainformation activity
from changes'eb.data elements;'

'

7
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.

.

.,

0 ,

0, .. ..

* Centralization o data element's as an aid ,in design .and

1development of s7 systems.,
. .,

* Consistency in documentation for data element's.

,...Surve of Government DEb/D-*stems

,

Ilio f the descriptions of the sysfels.contained-herein were provided'

by p acipants in the TG-17- effoit..:.

,

4

A.quationnaire was developed to c011ecfethe general characteristics

of tH011e systems- Baseon the response from each interviewed '
pattlicipating agency representative, a set of criteria for inclusiai

was diVeloped. 4.The ay'steMNhad to: .

4

.
,

1. be.governmentldeveloped; '.- -

0
.... .

o

, ?
2. be implemented, or in the process o! being implemented

nat,o/ust pinned;

it

. .
, f

3. performthe functions of-a DED/D either at the element'

level, or'-at a higher level. .
. it

. ..,

obtained
i

Thg information Obtained #bout each.,system ispresented in this report
.first in a side4by-side 'feature lest' format which consists mostly Of

short answers. Then it.is presented in narrative form, which elabOrates

on u nique aspecd of the systems, and includes experiential. lements of
the development process.

: , v.

n, . - --- -1-

It shouldbe noted that the narrative systems descriptions are presdted'
,

k

4e t hey were originally submitted by the participating agencies withYef:y44'':

minor stylistib or editorkil changes. The content of these narrative
.

v
,

descriptions may vary from, system to system since agencies emphasize \

different aspects of the DED/D. -,
-, , 4.\

4
',

, '

The scope-notes fot the feature list are reproduced in 'Appendi4 $1. It'w,,

should` be emphasized thatAe feature list represents _an- objective repatitd

ing of technical characteristic's of each system, and it is not meant tb' ''''

convey critical or subjectiSre system comparisoirs-r*
,

,'-':'',,'''''

1

Tfie - feature list is organi llunder-the' fallowing seven major headings:,

.
. 1. General Information '

l

I.
. , i

Information of a gederal:iliture is included In thii beii$6'
.

, ..;,. -

. 2. , Systeni Feature? - -Hardware environment ...
;-

s , .

,ty

i ';:

Information onthe hardware environment in which the DED/D
. . .

16
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is inirpiementedissContain d in this sectiori.4

System Features = Software nvironment

Information about th- software requirements o r the
DED/Dois,coneained this section:

44. System Features -Usei-,En;iirdimient

Information on t chniques and cap'abilitie's available
to users Is pre en08 in 'this section.

; ,
.

. Data Element At.tr utes Described by System
,

inf4rOation bout then characteristics of 4eta,elementas presence in .a DED/D is contained in tilts' section.
. .

.

1.,
. 6. ElemeWOccuir nces'Ilei4d

.

. .
,. . ,

:Additions infO6-it O ties w ch Are/presented
47ithinit e DED/D are fisted :

., ,
al

_
7. OUtputiPructs /

'
';."

..,. //
::

7': , ., ' .r. ,
-:1'1

A .
ical.reports or roducts that ca oduced-by'tile

Tao Are listed do this section.
,

0 . . / L..
.

. ,
: /

.

Append cOntains the scope-41 es for narrative systems descriptions.
The.narrftiiiee have been organized into,the foilowlpg,sections:-',7.

..
Each of thejED/D systems desribed is differifentsin s,cOpe and approachy
thus' the' following categories could be used only as'a,guide for cructur-

'-ing descriptions of these systems. r

1:.',Identlfication I.%

Informationon the title andiofficA of primaryresponal7
hility and on available-dOcumentation IA.-included in ihis.',...
section. '

I

1
, f

.

1li.r. ,

.Scope
.

% . ..

Jleasdn.fOr impAementatibfi, the backgro nd an istory'
of the DED0/4mplementation, and the ind otiMp men-
tatiofi areLiviclbded'id this section. ..

.-,.., ,

`

,§
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3. ADP,ReSources. (if needed).

1.1

. -

Hardware resources, inclu
operating system, memory
special off line devices,
ized or nonspecialized),
inclu4ed in this-section

Content and Products

ing computer main frame,
ize, peripheral devices,
software (whether special-

and system utilities are

! '
.

Information on,data relationships,. 'organization
the DED/D, and standard! reports or- products are
listed in this section.;

5. Operational ConsiderAtiona,-

Factors relevant to
method, edit, backup
update and qUtry, an
are. described.

security

Restrictions on use
PipacY Act conside

-

of

ata collection' including source,
rocedure, 'operating mode for
interface, with other systems

7. User Characteristics

16,-,
A description of the u
functions, the data el
using them.

eedom of IlatrmdtiOn,and
ions are detailed.

er organizations, and their
ments used and the reasons for ,

8.N, Costs (this section is ,opts

feA

If available,,cost in dol
personnel commitment nece
the DED /D.

9.. General Comments

al)

ars, and a description of
sary to,implement and -run

Comments not fitting _the above ategories. which the

proponents wis..h to make.
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4.. Summary

This publiCatipn has identified technical features of data elemept
,dictionary/directery systems (ftp/D systems) and has presented side -
by -side descriptionsbf ft representative government-developed
systems. .In'sddition,'nefrati/e descriptions highlight special
capabilities andexperiences with these systems. Other TG-17 efforts
are directid toward developing guidelines for future data resources.
management anddata resource:directives. this' publication, however,

-.1s a presen'tation'of the current status of govrnmene-developed
DED/D systems. It is hoped that-this practipal approach will aid
prospective users to relate their own situation to that of others

° who have evaluated and/or implemented systets, and to apply those
factors which are relevant to their own set of circumstances.

Information contained in both the feature list and narrative descrTp-
dons is intended to serve 4.very wide range Of user ,-indluding
'administrators, managers, analysts, programmers,,4spe tali s, and'
technicians.

It 'should be .noted that' although most agencies wou10 be happy to
provide available programs and dogumentatibiito other interested

agencies -- either free of chargeor for a_nominal administfative
chafte -- these ancie are not .prepared to $rayide maintenance
for either "fixes'or'enhancements. The acquiring agency will be'
"on itd own," except for informal assistance. Iaddition,
documentation may be sketchy or out of date,.

-It is also of interest to note that one system, the DMV/DED is not
'automated, but a set of manual-procedures, which incorporate many
of the features of the .automated systems.4.--Furiher ASCSDBD and
LOGDRMS deal alabst exclusively with documenting information entity
data bases and are conoerned with data elethents only ascomponents
of these data bases.

. The-concept of viewing data aq a resource has been growing in
acceptance within the FederalGovernment. The nunk)er.of participants
in this study, and the interest shown in the work oNIPS TG 17
attest to the vital need for tools for managing and controlling data.
The.-Systems' surveyed cover a wide range of capabilitiee.and reflect `.
differing philosophiestf data management and differing levelSfof
knowledge and experience.in the field.
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5

It shofild be reiterate.d'that this publication does not .prestribe ,--.

. - ox recommend a level of implementation Or a' given software system.

Ito any potential user. llowel/er, it does poin to those_factora
_. .

which should be considered. It is up 'to.the Protential_alg;er to

. choose those fact.ors which ate relevant. By studying existing

systems, it beeomes possible tp avoid iiitfalls encountered by
others, and to,approach the problems of data management with

-,-.. ''-potential 'solutions in-hand. ,
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APPENDIX A
FEATURE LIST OF ,

DATA ELEMENT

(01010 :SYSTEMS
GENERAL' NFORMATION

.--- . ______ , . ____- ......._ -- -..--

DEVELSIgh

'U.S. Navy---
Facilities

Systems
Office
(FACSO),

'

U.S. Department
of Agriculture
Agriculthre ,

Stabilization
and Corservation<
Service (MS)
Data Systems
Division

Data Systems
Division
ASCS .

USDA
Washington, D.C.

. z
U.SOrmy
Materiel

Development &
Readiness
command
(DoD)

E.

1,___

Coemander
Automated
Logistics, ,

Management.

Activity .; .

Attn:DRXAL-DED,

P.O. Box 1578
St. Louis. MO.

.

Agency for
International

Development .

Office of Data
Management.
Information
Management
DiVision ,

.

inionaition
managemint Div.
Office of Data
Management AID
Washington. D.0

20523 ,

.

U.S. Coast
Guard

Information
Systems

Division

Information
Systems Div.
(G-FI5 /84)

U.S. Coast
Guard,
-400 7th St.NW

Wash.. D.C.

20590 '

NY State Dept,
of Motor Veh,
Data Standards

end Controls
Bureau
Div. of Data
Administration

.

Division of
Data Administra

tion. NY State
Dept of Motor

Vehicles

Empire State
plaza .

Albany. N.Y:
12228

Federal Power
Commission '
Office of
Regulatory

'Information
Systems. and
Planning
Reseirch
Corp. (PRO
Office of
Regulatory
Info. Systems.
Federal Power
Commission
800 N. Capital
Street. NE
,Wash. D. C.
20426

. .

.

Office ofilbe
Assistant
Secretarx.of
Defense
(Installations
and Logistics)

Do0 LOGDESMO

Datogistics
Data Element
Standardization
& Alanagerment

Office
Robe 7569
Hoffman Bldga,
Alexandria, VA
22332

.

U.S. Navy Data
Automation
Command
(NAVDAC)

KARDAC .

Washington
Naval Shipyard

U.S, Navy
Regional
Data Auto-
oration Center

(IMMO
Bldg. 196
Washington \
Naval Shipyard
Wash.. D.C.
2n174-

U.S. De rtmenipa

of Agriculture
Office of
Automated
Systems

Plans and

Policy Div.
Office of
Automated Data
Systems -

USDA
Wash.. O.C.
20250 4,

Nr.

' II,

A.Veterans Adm
Dept. of Data
Manageient
Privacy and
Data A. ......

Division ':".,

.

Privacy.&
Data Ada.
Division
810 Vermont*,
Ave.. N.M.
Wash.. D.C.
;16420

Data Base
Admihistrator

- Bureau of Man-
power. Inform-.

ADDRESS
tion Systems
U.S. Civil Ser.

`'trash..

,,. ,

"Wash.. U.C.20415

'

, . .

CONTACT Data Base
POINT Administrator,

(202)254-8887

.

T. H. Kur ra
(202)447- 261

'.6

'.

II

Fernando
Puente

AUTOVONI
o. 698-6001

Commercial
(314)268-60(11

.

Carolyn Moore
J202)632-0084

.

.

.

Chief
Informatio

, n
Systems Div.
(G-F1S/84)
(202426-2438

Warren Crew
(518)474-6871

,

.

John H. Mil
(202)215-493$ e

.

.

Aaron Hochman
(703)325-9324

Frank Tagler
(Z02)433-3591

. ,

Roxanne
-Williams

(202)44712617.4

6

Chief.
Privacy and
Data Adm.

Division
t(202)139-1034

t ,
k-

IVAILABILITY On request
, !

.

,

.....

On request

.

...

..?

On r On request'

-
.

,

On request
--s'

. .

On request
0

, .

Not available
it prese*

.., .:.

,".,

.

. .

Not available
at present

,On request

i

.

,

Not available

- .

1

..

Documentation
on request

I

a.
TRANSFERRED Yes

.

o .
(

, .

No

.

Yes .

.

Na.

.

.

No

r

.

v.** -114
No
,

*No

,

.

Yes

- .

Yes

,

-

. No

.

No

.

4

N
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Sit
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SYSTEM

NAME ADI D

4.

4

ASCSDBD DARCON

ti

SYSTEM FEATURES COMER maim rlomatinT

DEMS DiCS, FPCRIS

r

OGDRNS

at-

'STADES USLADISO VALID/ . -T...-- ,I1 . . . 4
.

, ..1
. I . 0 . 0

,-MAINFRAME UNIVAC SERIES IBM 160/50 ABM,i60/65 IBM 360/65 CDC 3303 ..LI IBM 370/158 1814 360/65, HONEYWELL 6000 IBM 370/168 IBM 360/6570/45

. .

.

P. .

. .

.
. a

. .

--4 4
.

$ . ... . .Vile 0
M .

OPERATING UNIVAC IBM 11* OS /MVE IBII 0 %MATER
A IBM NYS 100116/1IVT :HONEYWELL GCOS IBM/VS2 ?SO IBM,CG/MVISYSTEM 10005 23- 0S /NYT /HASP

. (VS2/EEL3)
,- . , 4 N . vs:Alk,

r ; ., ' ...
-...' U . . .''

.
. ..

A .

=ORES .
- 20.45K

.

50K... ' 250K .2QK- 300K ,, ISOKRE6911tEMENT 6$K 290K 150w 122K
-,4 L

I
(24 BIT WORDS); .

.. 4 ,

e
.

.-

S. -, . .
. . ... ...

. .1 DISK - . .
1,DISK .

V3 (APES 1. DISK ' 2 DISK 2 DISK , 1 OISR (WITH 1 CARD READER 1 TAPE 1 DISK 1 DISKPERIPHERALS 1:-CARD READER 4 TAPES 5 TAPES 2 TAPES 1 DISK DYNAMIC 0 ,., 1 .LINE PRINTER 3 TAPE DRIVES 1 TAPE - , 2-3 TAPES1 LINE PRINTER I LINE PRINTER I CARD READER I CARD PUNCH 4'TAPES # S ALLOCATION:, 4 DATA TERMIN- 1 CARD READER 1 LINE PRINTER ILINE PRINTEI1 PAGE PRINTER 1 LINE PRINTER 1 LINE PRINTER 1 LINE PRINTER 1 TAPE DRIVE ALS 1 LINE PRINTER 'OR TERMINAL 1 PAGE PRINTS(OPTIONAL)
.

- . ,T
2 LIPE PRINTERS 3 DESK TOP. I DATE TERMINAL lOPTIONAL).

E
.... PRINTERS -

. - .

$ 5

-5, .

. 5r
.

. . .. 'M.

-
.

.
*I**

'INTERACTIVE INTERACTIVE INTERACTIVE INTERACTIVE BATCH
OPERATIONAL . 4

BATCH UPDATE
: OR BATCH OR BATCH OR BATCH OR BATCH t --

MCC BATCH BATCH BATCH . BATCH INTERACTIVE OR
BATCH OUTPUT . ..I,

. .
,

. ,

.....r.
.

. ......
$

'''., .
UNIVAC 1100 ,.'

:
,

.

NONE . MOVE IBM 360/370 , NONE IBM 360/40OTHER HARDWARE HONEYWELL 66/80 .1.1
, .

'

CDC 6700IMPLEMENTATION IBM 360/370 NONE IBM 360/370 lioNE NONE ..

%
.

.
.

.

- 30
.

. .

, ,

o'

4



SYSTEM

SYSTEM FEATURES - COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE ARS COBOL

.

MS COBOL

-

, '

..

ANS COBOL. °

4

ANS COBOL
- .

ANS COBOL-
NOT

APPLICABLE
.

,

NM-SYSTEM
2000

ANSI COBOL

#

ALC/FORTRAN

. '

'
ANS itieo t.

. -

.

4

NRI-SYSTEM
. 2000

ANS COBOL

USE OTHER
PONS

'

.

TDOS 23

UTILITIES

. .,

OS UTILITIES
HASP .

.

-

OS UTILITIES

.

UTILITV'SORT HOT

-APPLICABLE

MEDIA
TRANSLATE
EDIT, LOAD,
AUDIT, OUTPUT
GENERATION f

!. -.

NO

.

...
.

. ' , NO
'TSO-VS2

UTILITIES

,..

UTILITY SORT
UT.ItITYPRIN

i
USE OGNS

.

0 NO N6

'

-4 No

.

NO
YES. iDC
MARS-III

.

NOT,

APPLICABLE

.

YES, SYSTEM
2000

YES. CCA
MODEL-204

,

.110

Sits. SYSTEM
2000

.

.

NO

FILE ACCESS. SEQUENTIAL 'OS S4M/1:404

., ,

ISMI SEQUENTIAL

. '

,

RANDOM
? ,

`ay.,

WORD REFERENCE
LIST

'..-

.

DIRECT

'

,

, ,

INVERTED 1.15T

,........

..
SEQUENTIAL

OR

.

DIRECT/LIST

.

SEQUENTIAL

FILE

STRUCTURE
SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

INDEX
SEQUENTIAL

-pm .

SEQUENTIAL

SEQUENTIAL

.

INVERTED LIST

.

ALPHABETIC

,

INVEREO

-"SI-

-

. a

DIRicr ACCESS
LINKED LIST

.

INDEXED

vgQUENTIAL
OR

DIRECT
LINKED

ACCESS
LIST

-,

LINKED/LIST

.

^ ,

SEQUENTIAL,

-
_

FILE BACKUP/
RECOVERY

YES
-

YES

.

"- YES

.

.

YES

.

VEi
,

INDIVIOUAL.°
DATA ELEMENTS
HAVE BACKUP
FOLDERS'

-Rn
'SYSTEM 2000
FACILITy.,

YES. CCA
MODEL 204 `,

, -

'-. YES .,,

-,.

.

SYSTEM 2000
'4 .

.

BACKUP OF
rn.Es' IS A
PARTAF THE
JOB STREAM

.

.
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SYSTEM
NAME ADISDED ASCSDEO

K

DARCON

SYSTEM FEATURES - USER ENVIRONMENT

DEAS DLCS

.
./". s--

1511

-

INPUT

LANGUAGE

.

.

.-

.

Fixed Form .

S.

Fixed Kum
,.

Fixed form
,

' .

.

Fixed Form

.

...

Fixed form_ ,

.

.

.

M

A

N
-

.

R

A

L
-

.%

-..-
S

V

S

,e, T

.
'

.

Fixed or .

Free Form

"

; -

Fixed or
Free Form

Fixed Fermi

-,

.

Fixed or
Free Form

.

Fixed Form
Transactions
Free Form
Description

.

COMMAND

'LANGUAGE

Limited DED/O
;,Capability;

Also Operating
System JCL

Operating
System JCL'.

Operating
System JCL

a

Limited..DED/D

Capability;
Also Opetetleg
System JCL

CoMmand -

Language
Written in
Mars III

.

, .

System 2000
Command

Language
-

.

Model'204
USER
Language

RAS Ill
USER Language

*
.

System 2000
Natural

Language

Operating
System
JCL

-

ZS.

QUERY. '
CAPABILITY;

a

14"'
.

.Batch-,

Predefined

-

'
. .

Batch ,

'Predefined -

. .

Batch
.Padefined '.

.

,

Batch

Predefined

a
.

ABatch or
Interactive
Predefined
and Ad Hoc

. ,

Batch and
Online.
Predefined
and Ad-Hoc

.

0

.
i

Online
Predefined
and Ad-hoc

, .

Batch and
Online,
Ad-Hoc and.
Predefined -

,

.

Batch, and
Outlines;
Ad-Hoc and
Predefined

,.

,

'

Batch via.

Control Cards;
Predefined

,

UPDATING .

TECHNIQUE

.

Individual

Update .

Changes Only
Specified
OOccurrence

Individual .

Update
Changes Only
Specified
Occurrence

Allows Both
Individual A
and Sihgle

Entry Update

.

1 dual '
ate

C go Only
S fried

Occurrence

Individual
Update
Flegiy
Affected
Entries

N

Individual
and Single,

Entry
Update

.

Online ,

rilite (add)
and Change

Single
Entry and
Individual

Update .,:.

a

.

Single EntrI
or Batch
Individual %.5Changes
Update.

.

.

,

.

, .
41,

4*-
*.

Individual
Update

only

.SPeCified
tkcurAence -

a ,
'

,

-Individual
Update Changes
Only Specified
Occurrence

01J1PUT FORK

4,,,, r

Hard Copy °.

.
'

.

Hard Copy

,

Hard Coby
Microform

.

,
s .

Hard Copy-

.

.

. '

Hard Copy

'

.

Hard Copy

-

re

Soft Copy(CRT)
Hard Copy

.

- Soft 'copy(an)Hard Copy
, (Printout)
Magnetic

_Tape '
Microform

,,From Magnetic
. Tape Using

Com. Equip.

'Soft Copi(CRT)

Hard Copy.
. (Printout)
Magnetic Tape

.. k,

Hard Copy
. ,....

.....

. . .

Heed Copy

. ,

29
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rt

DATA ELEMENT ATTRIllafiS DESCRIBED BY SYSTEM

a

NAME --,...

44*a
1-30 A/N
CHARACTERS-

LEFT JUSTIFIED

1 -SO A/N
CHARACTERS

LEFT JUSTIFIED

.

1-67 A/N
CHARACTERS

LEFT JUSTIFIED

1740 A/II

CHARACTERS
LEFT JUSTIFIED

i_30

CHARACTERS

r

r -
' NO
RESTRICTIONS

MOW

250 CHARACTERS
LEFT JUSTIFIED,

250 AM
CHARACTERS

LEFT JUSTIFIED
N.

700 A/N
CHARACTERS

LEFI JUSTIFIED
10 OCCURRENCES
70 CHARACTERS

EACH

,

. NO
RESTRICTIONS

-

, 14 A/II -:

IIMARACTERS
LEFT JUSTIFIED

i'
IOW' AP., No

.

Yes

.

Yes Yes. {,.

-Yes
.

.

.

No .

4

No

-o w.

Yes .,

....* ,
.Yes ' Yes

'....7

No

.

S Yes Yes Yes

..

firs No
.

.

Yes
. .

- Yes us
.

-

Yes

,

.

. - No
,

.

Yes

':

Character Type.

.

.

Yes. Yet

....

Yes Yes

.

.

Yes

'

.

Yes

.

Yes

.

Yes '

.

Yes.

.

.., No

.

,,

.

Yes

...

. ,

Letintto,'

e .

Yes

.

's Yes Yet Yes Yes Ye% Yes Yes ' , Yes -4 ' No ' Yes

Justification ,;Justification
.

.

,

...."Yes Yel. ..

.-:

On
%.

Ye{ Yes Yes

\
,

.'

Yes'

_ .

. yes'. No No ,

Validation

,

Yu

. _

.

V.
.

. Yes

,

web

. .

No Yes

.

Yes

,

Yes Yes

.

.

.

No - Yes

.

Definon/
Description

I

i
I,

Yes Yes Yes

. . _.

Yes No

.

1 Yes

Pt"
.

..

'Yes Yei No YK
,

Relationship

e
Yes Yes

4/iF

.
Yes

.

US
.

Yes . Yes Yes

,

, Yes .

.

......._

N°

.

.

User /Owner

,

Yes

.

Yes,

.

No No ' Yes .,Yeses

_

Yes

''
Yes . Yes Yes

.

. Yes

I

,

t.
O

a

S.

:31
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.
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N

.- -

ELEMENT OCCURRENCES LISTED

FPC.

.

1

Publication No

......--

No

-

....

Yes

.

..

.

..--

No No

unuldcw

No

"...

G
.

Yes

.

--.

Yes

.....

Yes No

,....

No

.

Fonts- . No Yes Yes

,

Yes

\

.

Yes

e

' No
.

Yes, Yes

.

Yes

Rd

No no

Program

..4

No
.

.

No Yes

.

4 Yes

.

Yes . No Yes - Ye.

-

.

Mn No

.

.

.

Yes

,

Report:

. Manual

.

. Yes

,

No

.

Yes ,_ Yes . No No

_.,

.

Yes

.

..
Yes Yes

.
No ,\ No

Report:
Automated

..

Yei.

,

% No Yes

CSI

Yes

9

.

-
..

Yes'
i

.1)

111

'its . ' Yes

.

No

... ,.

Yes

System '

,

No

.

Yes

.

.

No

Yes

-

.

Yes

Yes

,

Yes

. .

Yes
.

-
.

No

.

.

Yes

.

.

....

Yes

.

- Yes '

No

c,

Yes

r,

Yes

Yes

.

.,

Yes

Yes

/.
No

No

'V

.

Yes-

.

Yes

.
..

File. '
(Exlsting&)

O

32
33
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AD IS ASCS

- OUTPUT/PRODUCTS

f
IWIt '' MD DSO DANCON DOG ''' s' ,, DICS BED, - KIS 1.1.1610111,10 r 1141x Z MU YALU

Pita Otct./Dir. Yes
:
'Yu Yes Yes

..
al roc tag;-.... lie ,Yes Yet Yes

.
Yes

.. .

YOS

liar;Nerys:'/State Ne

/---
.

Yes Yes Yes
. -

eu
_

g ..
lb q

. .
.

Yes Yes Yes

, -.
Yes

r
Nage

.- * r , Test'. ' Yes , No sYes No ._. No
4
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APPENDIX B

SCOPE-NOTES FOR

THE FEATUR2 LIST OF
DATiELEMENT DICTIONARY/DICTIONARY (DED/D) SYSTEMS

(The Feature List is designed for "yes/no" and short answers -- further
explanation' are found in the "Narrative System Descriptions" in Apprendix C).

9

4

GENERAL INFORMATION%
4 'N

'SYSTEM NAME,: Name or acronym by which - the DED/D is known.'

4g43EVELOPER: Name of orgaUlzation that developed the DED/D.

4It
ADDRESS: Address of developer.

CONTACT POINT: Name/Title and'phone number of person(s) or office to
'contact for` farther information.

AVAILABILITY: Availability of the DED/D system to other government
organizations.

TRANSFERRED:
agencies?

Has a copy of the DED/D beed implemeetedjn other

'

SYSTEM FEATURES - COMPUTER HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT

MAINFRAME: The type of computer that the DED/D is implemented on e.g.,
IBM 360, CDC 6600).

OPERATING SYS EM:
(e.g., OS/36

CORE REQUIREMENT:

government
0

f.

e

The operating system under -which the DED/Doperates,
pivac 1108 Exec II).

The amount of memory required to drive the DED/D.,'

peripheral equipment required to procesa.the DED/D; (e.g.
'required, the number of tape drives).

OPERATIONAL,-MOlae' Mode in which the DED /D Operates, i.e., batch or inter-
.

active.

ey

PERIPHERALS: The

number of disks

OTHER HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION Has the-DED/D systerebeen tmplemented on
other hardwareT'r .

<1.

0

SYSTEM FEATURES-COMPUTER SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE: Major priniamming -language. in which the, DED /D

4*,

36

A

4.
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software is written.

Mb

USE OF OTHER PROGRAMS: ,Note required programs, which may be provided"by
the host system, needed to run the DED/D (e.g. sort-merge,utility routine,40,

/a tape utility routine; .e&).

/
USE DBMS: Does th DED/D require the use of a DBMS for its principal

software?

FILE ACCESS METHOD: What file access method does the. DED/D use?. (e.g.,

Index Sequential Access Method, Random Access Method.)

FILE STRUCTURE:. What Tile structure does the DED/D support? e.
'- Sequential;Direct Access, Linked List.)

'FILE-BACKUP/RECOVERY: Does the DED/D hAve its own backup and recovery

capetillty? If not; indiCate other means.

SYSTEM FEATURES -USER ENVIRONMENT

INPUT LANGUAGE: Does the input language require fixed--form or free-form
transactions? Note other methods of input.

COMMAND LANG1AGE: ', Is the language a distinct capability of the DED /p, or

,,does it rely on other Means?
. , . .

QUERY CAPABILITY: Isithe DED/D query capability online or batch, prede-

fined or ad-hoc?
4 ,

UPDATING TECHNIQUE: What ind of file updating capability does the DED/D

have? Is it "Single-entry" update, (the DED/D automatically updatea
every occurrence of the affected entry), or "individual" update, (only

the-Specified:occurrence is_updated, and gther occurrences have to be

updated individually)?

OUTPUT FORM: i N6te the physical form of the DED/D system output,,i.e.,.
hardcopy (any printed output), soft copy.-(CRT).

'A*

DATA ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES

NAME: Provide restrictions placed on the name of 'the data element (e:g.
)

length, character type,' justification).

COBOL NAME: -Does the,system.provide the capability list the COBOL names

of the elements documented?. . ;

SYNONYMS: Does the DED/D provide a word, an abbreviation or a phrase that
maybe used as a subetitute for the slata element name, conveying the



same meaning to the user?

CHARACTER TYPE: -Does the DED/D have the capability of doduMenting the
types of allowable characters (e.g., alpha numeric, special)-used in
expressing'the content of a data element? 1-

;
LENGTH: Does the DED/D have the capability of doctimenting the lengEK

of a data element?

JUSTIFICATION: Does the DED/D have the capability of documenting the
iustificatiOn Of the data element?

,' VALIDATION: Does themDE6/D document the validation (or edit) crilerla,
'Including value range and other non-quantifiable validation techniques

for the data element?

DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION: Does the DED/D provide the capability of defining
.

or describing a data element?

RELATIONSHIP: Does the DED/provide the capabIllty for specifying the
relationship, of a data element to anather'data eleient or to a higher,
level entity?

USER/OWNER: Does the DED/D provide th e facility for indicating authorized
users (persons or files) or owners of data. element-0

DOCUMENTATION- OF DAN. ELEMENT OCCURRENCES

PUBLICATION: Does the DED/D document the publication(s) which prescribes
- t he use of the data ,element ?,

FORMS: Does thQ.DED/D document the foims'which use the data element?

PROGRAMS: Does the DEDfD dodument the computer programs which use the
data element'"?

REPORTS: Does the DED D documetit the manual,andfor 'automatic -reports that
use the data element?

SYSTEM: Does the DED/D document the, applications and/or sistems that.use
the data element?

FILE.:- Doei the DED/D 'document the files in whichthe data element appea'ra?

OUTPUT/PRODUCTS

DATA DICTIONARY/DIRECTOR Is the listing of the, Data Didtiony/Directory
one of the DED/D's for products? .

t.

Ik

3S
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t., ..; 0

1` s.
..-,. . ., .

ts
st 4

SUMMARY/STATUTICAL1 Does, the system 'produce summary and -statOtital

reports? q' . ,. .'
.

.

. - _- ,,,.,:

USAGE: Does the DEND pro:duce reports on use activityactivity.?

--,. ,

USER-STRUCTURED.: Gat1 users structure their:Own reports on an.ad -hqc ,

4
, - - . ,basis? ... s :.
I

. ,
CHANGE-EFFECT: Does the DED/D produce reports that tell the effeCts a .

chanva in a data element(s) 'would have on all operational systems?,
1.

( - .

AUDIT TRAIL: Does
,

the DED/D produce an audit-trail report (e.g., Who ,

changed,what element, when was the element created, when was the element
- updated or edited)?

r REDUNDANCY: Does-the DED/D prodube a redundancy (multiply defihed data

elements) report?
0

ERROR: Does it produce an error (including incOnsistency.in data elements)
report?

KWIC/KWOC INDICES; Does the DED/D have keyword-A-context .(KWIC) or
keyword- out -of- context (KWOC) indices Capability?

INDICES: Can it produce Other indices in addition to KWIC Or KWOC indices?
6

CROSS-REFERENCE: ,Does the TEND produce cross- reference reports, if so,
how many types of cross-referencing reports can it produce?

,

PROGRAM I/O AR EA: Can the DED/D.io,ri4uce I/O area file descriptions'for

computer programs? -

.PROGRAMPR SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION;
information :system -crocum6ntati

.

4

the DED/D,produce computer program 'r

-32
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APPENDIX C

Narrative System Descriptions'
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Associate Directorship for InforMation
-ow-'System Dat ment Dictibnary

U.S. Civil S' erv3ce Commission
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'-ASSOCIATE DIRECTORSHIP FOR. INFORMATION

SYSTEM-DATA ELEMENT DICTIONARY
U.S.,Civil Service Commission

1'
I. Identification

'The U.S. Service Commission's Bureau} of Manpower Information
Systems (BMIS) installed its Associate Directorship of Information
_Systems (ADIS) data element.dictionary (DED) during thespring of
1975. It is the responsibility of the Data Base Administrator
(DBA). The phone number of the SBA is (202) 254-9603 and the
address for correspondence is U.S. Civil Service Commission, BMIS
DBA, Room 6424, 1900 E St. N.W.,WaShington, D.C. 20415.

For information, please contact:
4,1w

U.S. Civil Servide Commission
BMIS DataBase Administration
Room 6410 F.,

.1900,E Street N.W.

Washington,'D.C. 20415

Telephone: 202/254-8887

, ,Documentation ,in the forti,nf a brief operations manuai, JCL, and
an ANSI-COBOL source'list is availabe to interested government
Offices.

y.

I . Scope

AMS's purpose inimplementing the DED system was two -fold. It
was intended to document all elaents/so that for the first time
CSC would have a comprehensive, picture of how many elements it had
and where and'how they were used. Also, since the purchase of a
new and 'much larger computev-facility was planned, the directory
timid be'used"to analyze existing files and reports so that,systems
redesigned for thenewcomputer could make optimal use.of-data t

resourceS. The system is intended' to be both,efleyible means of-
dochmenting present ditause and,an-analysis tool fbr transition to

. _a data basedatarimnagement environment. It is baOcally a gntionary
system, its basic function is definition-, H70,er it does
pinpoint data elementuse-4n reports and files ent# '-:,:and to this
extent can be considered limited data direCtO';.'

.

*4
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III. ADP Resources.,

The ADISdata element dictionary, ,vturrently installed on C's
Univac Series 70 (formerly-RCA .s q RA) 45's running underrthe TDOS-)
23 operating system. ADIS requires 46K bytes'of main memory, a
single disk drive and' two tape driveS.(an additional tape drive may
be used in lieu of the dieks), a evil:reader and a printer. : No
special peripheral haedwareAeyiceS,,,are:required but CSC uses a Xerox
1200 off-line printing systeilito prepare output prOducts.

.,,. I- -

The-system's six domputer programa'are written in ANS con. All \`

but the first of these, a preproceppOr far input transactions written
by' CSC, were obtainectfrom:Faciliti&[!SysteMs ()aide (FACSO) NCBC Pot
Huene3e, California: The five basid4kogranas Consist of edit, update,
and three report-generation prograiA::: fSC's-:4mplementation of this
system is in the public dOmain,andCSC would, be happy to provide
interested parties with its software.

In addition to the above software, a card to tape utility, a para-
meter driven'sort, and a tape to print program are required to execute_
the ADIS DED. 1

The proprietary report generation and file management product,
"Easytrieve, from Fen-dOphic Systems Inc. has been-used with ADiS:
Siles to generate ad -hoc reports. .

IV. Content and Products

Several data entities are described by the ADIS DED: These. are
representation sets (groups of elements shdring common represente;.
tions),-data elements, data code tables, files, and reportp. Tifese,
entities are related .in the followi 'way: elements and reprePenta-

. tionoets are interchangeable, othe ptities subordinate.

Tie ADIS DED masteritile_is a magnetie'taPia file sequenced bY-record
type within datd e1em'nt or representation set I.D. There is no
single master record which contains alldata abaut a dingle data
element. Rather 11 separate\fped length recordtypes, each of

o =Which contains different types of information and each'of whict011ay
have 99 occurrences, are grouped behind a single data eleientrecord
Record format A describes, representation sets, and data elements and
contains an ID. number, title,..4andardization'indicatornemonic,
S1,ze, characteristic (alphibetic,.nmmieric, ialii6=numeric) code, type
(elements collected on'individual employees'rOnpOsitions, or on
aggregates of position'or employee) a format code (indicating

:whether an aiement-"contains literal data or is.tOded),'and a standard--
ization status code.

,...1*
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1 There are approximately 2,',000 data elements entered in the'DEA
described byabout 10,000 records or an average of 5 physical "'

. records per element. Access to these records is.sequential. The
various ADIS DED outputs are created by sorting records in Various
sequences involving record typeand datgelement ID and then list-
ing them through a master index program.

Record format B describes files and indicates file name, number,
location.of the elements within the file,, and whether or not the
subject element is akey field or not.. Record C covers synonyms
for the eleMent name. Record D up'to 98 representations
of 'a code-set to be defined while Rdcord E allows up to '5,800
characters of defiriition of a representation set or element to
be entered: Record F, G, and H indicate element usage, edit
.criteria, and source respectively'and,Becord I contains reports
symbol, number and' title for all reports in which'ihe,element
appears.

0

The Chief product produced by the ADIS DED is a dictionary *which.

and I.D. numbers,and loc t oh of

lists for each elbment: its I.D. =nnumber;'am0h, size; class
synonyms, acronyms; the titles .

the element within all files in which the element-is used; a nar-
rative description ,Of the element; and its users. A remarks area
is

. also available.. The dictionary containsone 'page,'per element; .

..,--pages are produced on an as changed basis: These'pages'are printed
in I.D..number sequence and bound ina loose-leaf fashion sohat
when an element's information Changes, it entire page can be easily

, printed and 0 .

, . '

Several iitdexes are also produced in addition to the dictionary.
.

.
.

The first of these lists, for each repOrt;- its constituent elements.
% The second lists,the same information for all files, with the

.

elements listed both in location order and alphabetic order, to ,,

third index simply lists all element namds.in alphabetical. order and
a fOurtri-lists the names in order of I.D. number. A fifth is Avail--
able in mnemonic sequence. A Compressed dictionary.is also,produced
which; unlike the main dictionary, concatehates several element
entries on the single page. A list of elements in alphabetic order
shows all files on which each element occurs. The only remaining
standard p'z'oduct is .a transaction edit listing.

,

..4
.The use of EasYtrieve for ad hoc retrievals has been mentioned
before.' The only,difficnity experienced to date withtthil. approach
has *jieen the fragnienteabED Tile structure which does not lend. itself,
to easy file.manipalation. .e .

. I ....

: *0, '
`1. a it"
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V. Operational Consideration,

The source of the_data which'has been entered into 'ADIS thus _far.'_
has been system documentation where it existed supplemented by
face to face contact with the ADP systeis analyst responsible.
for the various systems covered. The information gathering effort,
was phased in two ways,.e., it not o ;ly proceeded. on thesystem
,by system basis but on a field by%field basis. It other words, the
first phase aimed at collecting data about elements
in selected systems.. It was trot until this effort: as cdmpiete
thatzotheeapplication systems and supplemental eletent and repre-
sentation set information_was coded -arid entered: 14!

The personnel used to code the data'enteied came_ from both ADP and,
ADP user organiziations All shared a data management orientation
and all work was coordinated-by Data Base AdminiAtration. *Working

from existing documentation and through interviews with data users,
the DRDpdata base was accummulated over a period of 9 months.

--g

Data integrity was addressed by having it collected by a'team of pro-
fessionals who knew with consistency what, information they needed,
Further, after the creation of the first reports and,files a second
go round was undertaken as a review so that corrections could be made.
Those persons interviewed initially were allowed to criticizethe pro=
ducts and to indicate where changes shouldbe made.

The ADIS edit program edits for compfateness of information, noefor.
validity. An effort will be made-to establish more complete validity
and relational edits. Back-Up to files'i; provided through retention
of father and grandfather master files and associated transaction

I.tapes.

All ADIS DED update, report generation, and query operations are
- .

,performed in batch' mode, usually overnight.
,

VI. Security

-

Access to ADIS is Mo nitored and approvedby the Data Base Administrator,
although the only, current users are the Data Base Administratpt, the

-Data Standardization Section; and an ADP user, the System Development
.

Division of_ the Bureau of Retirement, and Insurance andOdcupationa
Health (BRIOH). All,updates andrequests for Standard reports mus
be submitted through DBA at,least during the system's. present sth e

Of development: .
..
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No security restraints are imposed pn the produc and they are
generally available. Subsets of the main fi have also been
created ifor special purpose query and repor activitX for' submission
Outside of the DBA*s area. The purpose of e security that exists
is data integrity, not restriction of knowledge about content.

.VII. UserChaxacteristics
"

-2
The present users of the directory are DBA and the Data Standardization.
Section and 14I0H.

DBA has been c cerned since its establishment with the differing
forms of the s me data as used throughput the .Civil Service Commission.
DBA'S primary use of the DED hasobeen to identify and document where .

data is used and where.it is inconsistent. The DED has already.been
extremely useful in identifying differing forms of the same data and
each user of it.- 0

The Data Standardization Section of the Manpower Systems Management
Division carries- responsibility for developing govetnment7wide-
standards for personnel.datioelements." The ADIS DED has been.used by
them as a tool for develpping and documenting the definition of these.
data elements and as an automated repository for the information
needed to publish 'the Fedetrsonnel Manual {FPM, Supplement 292-1.
which dealg with data element standards for person el data.

'BRIOH has been using the DED as a means of documenting the data.
-elements it -uses in its own systems. It is developing a comprehensive

' picture of the fata it uses in maintaini4,0e Civil 'Service Retire-
,

ment System.

J

Each of these organizations, DBA, DSS, and Bg0H, although they hdVe
differing perspective on data resource managetent, have found means'
to use a-common system. AtC,-it it almost'tetainthat system
designers and DP management, especially of systems design activities,
will also became heavy users of the ADIS -DED.

"

30
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USDA ASCS DBD

I. IDENTIFICATION

The USDA Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service. (ASCS)
Data Ease Directory (DBD) was developed in 1973 to support the
development of the ASCS Integrated System Project: -The de(elopment
of the ASCS DBD was done under the directidn of

Data Systems Division #

Agriculture Stahilizacionand Conservatiqn Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture 20250

Tom Kurihara of the Technical Resources Staff of the Data Systems
Division is the contact point for information concerning tie ASCS
DBD (202/447 - 6261).

#

-;-

The ASCS Dp is no longer operational due to a change' a Agency
plans: The ASCS Integrated System Project for which the ASCS DBD

** was developedto support was called-off.
s-.

ttste,
The ASCS-DBD is being described herein order to present the esign
fea6ires that were contained in the system: NThe original d ument-
ation includes a functional description, system and.prOgr .sp i
n:cations? usermanual, andCOBOL-programs. Some dOCumentation is
readilyavailable: for example, 'input Nrms-and sample,reports.
Wire Aetbileddocumentation requests will also be met it practical.
.(TOm'Kurihavai',202/447-6261).

. '*

II. SCOPE 4 40

I If

The objectives and operational uses for which the CS DBD was
developed in.oupport'of the ASCS Integrated Systemprojectwere, to
provide:. .

A.capability to record data requirements,'

. A, capability to collect, standardize, an control data
attributes (stith as4data elcment size, class, COBOL name

.4fretc.),

A .
,

. A,capa15114ty to support system analysis (includinga'KWIC
Index capability),' ;

t.'

To Identify commonalities,. (for the -purpose of combining),
.

.

',* To identifred'undancies (for the. purpose of dingularizing

.

,

. , .
J

*
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P'* To identifyiesystem/sUbsystem inter lationships,

* To enable statistical analysis of workload in'coidunction
with the Program biiettory (The ASCS DBD,provided Iolume
information whereas the Program Directory provided frequency
information).

.

. A capability for recording and controlling data element odes
.and their representative values,

.

a'-

* A capability to,compute date storage requirements
in three forms: 4remarichafacters;'packed numeric,
and with a null-valUe compression),

o o

* capabilit4to assist in developing 4stem design--
and program specifications, and

*- A capability to assist-in'coding or generatio the
, Data Description Language.(DDIJ for a DBMS.

thlk
The ASCS DBD was developed in-house and was operational in 1974 and
1975. The ASCS DBD as a dictionary level implemeniatiOn. During

- the period in whice7rWas operational, the ASCS DBDmiintained
6000+ data elements, 1200 4="data_aggregates,*and 400-17 logical
-files.

ADP RESOURCES

The ASCS DBD was operational on an IBM 360/50 and ran in a ba
env'ironment under OS. The programs were written, in ANSL COBO
used the'O access methods, sequential Andindeked sequential

, 'methods; (SAM and ISA*. ' .
- .

.

IV. CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS .
---. 4,.

14

The data relationshiPs'de'scribed in,the ASCS DBb were at three'
leve4s--data elements., data 'aggregates, end.logical files.. The'.

threeentity level's were fully integrated with ISAM'chaindo.=connect-
ing all entitfes. Definitions of the three levels werpos follows:

.
'

. The data element was the lowest.levelof-the'ASCS DBD data
base hierarchy Jand possessed a unici4e number; name., And
other attributes. It wad'thp,smallest unit of..e data str g
that could be accessed. .(Example: ASCS FARMER IDENTIFI-
CATION NUMBER)...

48
ASCSDBD ,
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dAta aggregate was the middle level Of
4
the ASCS DBD

t. -
data base hierarchy and, possessed a un clue number, name,

and other attributes. It waS'compose of datq elements,
oflbordidate data'aggregates, or combination of the

two. (Example: ASCS FARM KEY - -composed of 3 data .ele ii-nts: -,

(1) STATE CODE, (2) COUNTY CODE, and (3 ASCS FARM
...

1:. R)..

. The logical file was the highest level of the ASCS. DBD
data base.hierarchy and possessed a uniqUenumber; name, .

and other attributeS.. It was composed of records containing.
data elements, data aggregates, or a combination Of thd two.
A logical file, could contain more than one'record -type.

'.

(Example: ASCS F FILE). . .

The ASCS DBD was organized express membership /ownership relation -

shAps in terms of residency and constituency. The ASCS DBD possessed

chains moving Upward to describe residency,°A.:e.,.the concept that a,
data element Vresidee'in a higherflevel such as a data Aggregate or
in a record of a logical file, e.g.,

LOGICAL FILEtop
-DATA AGGREGATE3

. t,
DATA AGpEGATEZ`

.° .7 DATA AGGREATE1'.A , ti

c
.1*

a.lie ELEMENT°"s
,f

. p7,. T,,,, .'
-\-

ii 4 . i ., 4 4' a;
. P '

The ASCS DBD also_poks Sed chainS,Imoving4dOtanwqra jo describe
constituencyr.e., d'l ical file.coptalgeeidleOras.W4 were
comprised of "constitu lower level entiti6'su$h as4dSia
aggregates and data elevients; e.g:.,

'', ...,3 qr&

'LOGICAL FILE

°;
,.. - N.' .

r 1.
c

k
.

,

...,

'' .

,

41.
DATA AGGREGATE3 '

4 _.... .,

DATA AGGKEGATE2 ---1

C
mr.

4,trWt

no,

ti

DATA'AGGREGATE1

DATA ELEMENT
,

el
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) 4. Ar
Thedthree master files sed' to house the ASCS DBD were stored in
two versions--a sequential version_used for updating And-normal
reporting

rn

Version
of the chain, for the'etu for chain consiStencypirand

.

reporting and an indexed sequential rgion used for creating the

for use in specialized reporting.

The ASCS DBD provided a variety of reporting support. The update
segment provided a transaction register, edit and update etrdr.
reports, and the three basic directories, the Data Element Directory,
the Data Aggregate Directory, and the Logical File Directory. COBOL
names for the three lev,els were ganerated by removing special
characters, inserting 1.4rphens, and truncating at 30 characters. A
table of standard ASCS abbreviations was also used for substitution
purposes. Thellogical maintenance segment provided the checking of
chain consistency and the generation or removal of the return chain,
when new entities were either added or..deleted. The analytical
support segment provided a ngmber of system analysis reports.

.Extracts were made based on subsystems and s gments within subsystem
,as well as at lower levels. Analytical repo s were provided to
denote inter-relationships among stirsystems and segments. OW

report provided a ranking as to which logical filee,rata aggre-
gates, and dataelements were accessed the most. This report was
provided by interfacing With the frequency information cOnta4Red
in the Program Directory. This report was particularly beneficial
to the data base administration function, e.g., in'the structuring
of data and the assignment of keys. 'Another analytical report pro-
vided storage requirements of the-data as specified ill the ASCS DBD
in several computational formats.

,

V. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The data CollectiOn'effor was initially done by task forces,lcalled
Specification Teams (Spec - Teams),` organized along subsystem

Eadh subsystem Spec-Team had a data specialist who was responsible
for recording the_data elements, data aggregates, and logical files : .

needed to support the system requirements being specified for the
subsystem. There were nine input forms used--a t ee-page set for
each data elemtnt; a three-page set for each data a regate, and a
three-page set fpr each logical file. All data was e tered via
keyPueching. de

,

Theoverallcoordination of the data specialists and the,data
specifiCation,effprt Was the responsibility of the data ba#e admin-
istrator and" hi's Staff. This coordination function included the
'control and essignMent of numbers for each data element, data
aggregate, and logical file specified for the ASCSDBD, (The numbgr s

included codes for breakout by sUbSysteM and segment). Another0 -
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important function pf the data base administrator was -to identify
redundancies'andto.combine or singularize as ned4ed (for purposes
of essigningithe system add .segment portiods o? a number, e:g.,,a
data aggregate numbers, that was se by more than one system, the
data aggregate would be assigned during the singiilarization process,.

a primary subsystem. and segment .

.

The ASCS DBD interfaced with an ASCS Program Directory which con-
.

tained information describing' subsystems, segments, and computer
programs.

The data in regard to computer programs included frequency informa-
tion which when combined with volume.ihformation from the ASCS DBD
was able to provide a statistical analysis of the workload.

SECURITf

TheASCS-DBD itself had no security.provisions beyond the nordal OS
security capability provided for OS data sets.

.
.

I..

The attributes that were collected for each data element and data
aggregate did include.a privacy/security classification as tp which

.

users had "read" authorization, which had "read/write".authorization,
,;,and which had (neither, authorization. The codes (rased to identify

. user organizations.included a prefix to denote. the "records=holding"
.

. user. , 0

USER CHARACTERISTICS

'The user had an active and controlling role in the entire ASCS
, Intergrated System Project. , It was during the Usdt Req irements

-
, Specification p ase that the.data requirements were identified and,

, specified for t e ASCS DUI; These Spec-Teams-were caretully c osen
' to include the various representative interests, and were chaired in

The ASCS 12Dawas designed,as a eool WE ADP personneAnd was not
- .

,doymally distributed ta user-Divisions.'

VIII..cosT

`/

The ASC§-DBD'was developed in-house and maintained under th
baseadministrator funCtion,1 It was operated in a batch mo
ofthe Departmenecd AgricUlture's Computer Centers.' the d

e data
de in*one
ate

collection for the ASCS,DBD was initially done as a by-product of 14'
Spec -teams that had been established during an early phase of the'

develophientcyb4. 'Refinements, updates, and other changes to the
AtCS DBD were ,deepmplished'as the system development continued. (The

A&CS DBD wassuccessful AG a'vehicle to establish change control of-
.

data attribj %
.
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Approximately eight system anaysts and programmers participated
.part-time in the actual design, programming, and procedural develop-

.,ment of the ASCS DBD srtem.

'IX. GENERAL COMMENTS

The ASCS DBD experience suggests several conclusions:

a

0 Unquestionably, a DBD provides a convenient vehicle for
collecting, standardizing, and effectingchange control of
an organization's data and its attributes.

For systems under - development, a DBD should be established
early in a development phase,tc assist the designers of the
system.

A DBD is an awkward and cumbersome thing when implemented
in government agencies or lArge sub-agencies such as ASCS.
The number, complexity, and multiple functional aspects of
the mady ASCS programs, many of a disjunct nature, causes
data base tanagement-ip be an immense challenge.

'The ASCS DBD generated mountains of paper: (Future ASCS
plans had been made to go. to COM or CRT display output.)

Since commercial software products are typically marketed,.
at a fraction of development cost, the'ASCS experience would
further suggest that purchasing of one of the available
commercial packages would be a preferable course of actign-...
In-house DBDsfrequently have a'tendency to ndver reach
completion status. In, the ASCS calf, new capabilities,were
constantly being added-untifthe system grew beyond
recognition of at.least ope of its original designers.

+8
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I. IDENTIFICATION

,The US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Cdmmand (DARCOM) Data
Element Dictionar (DED) System Control and Documentation
(SYSCAD) syst were developed by the US'Army,Automated LogiOics
Management stems Activity (ALMSA) to support the development,
doc ntation, fielding.and control of:a large, integrated, standard
wholesale logistics management system identified as tines Commodity

A

Command' Standard System (CCSS). The proponent for, these systems

is:

Commander
US. Army Automated' Logistics Management
'Sysiemb Activity'

,ATTN: DRXAL-ID' (DED-Fernando Puente)

-PO Box 1578
St.-Louig, MO 63188 AS

Telephnes are AUTOVON 698-6001 or Commercial 314 - 268 -6001.

System documentation is inviernally;develo?ed and maintained:. The

input documentation for the tED is,DARCOM-R 18-5, Vol 4, Method's and
StandardS7-pata Elements and Codes Standardization Program.

- II. SCOPE,'

Early in the, planningand development stages of the CCSS design, the
challenge and need for data element atandardlzatioras recognized,

' particularly as it related.to the integrated storage and file''
organization principles. that were to be.used. A singleauthorita-
tive document for useaa a communication link between the system
designers, computer_ systems analyst, programmers, and 'subject matter

speciaMits was recognized as Ileing required. Out of these basic

requirements, the DARCOM Data Element DictionarY/Directory'systei
began to evolve: The first version of,the DED system was ample-

mented at early 1967. Iti p2imary purpose was to produce an author-

itative doEUment for use by all functional and computer oriented
persOnnel who were designing and programming the CCSS. The-diction-
ary consisted of data elem4nt/data field descriptions that included
'standard names, programming mnemonics, definitions, automated data
processing characteristics of the data, and the regulatory refrence
and authofity for the entry. Alsb included was "where.usi/d5' data; as

it related-to identifiable cells and subcells withifi the system
which equated to maj.or'tasks and sub -tasks which were to be automat--

ed and integrated within'..the'logistiCs system. The data elements
that were entered in the.DED data base were primarily developed by a -

committee of funticorikair.y, oriented subject matter specialists, with

the assistance of computer:systems analysts. Cont0l of the project
was exercised by one organizational division-which was charged with

coordinating and controlling the total COSSsysiems design.

.40 111.
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The development of the basic data entries for the dictionary involved
. a great deal of coordination and discussion between the functionally

oriented subject matter specialists. Many of the basic data entries
that were developed crossed functional area boundaries and in some
cases were referred to by differing names or.had slightly differing -
,contextual definitions. Befdre a data element entry was accepted
fdr input inta_the DED data base, all functional representatives on

- the committee were required to sign off on the entry as being. $.
correct and required by the system. All'entries entered inte the
DED were assigned a functional proponent whowas given the respon-
sibility for maintenance after it wassentered into the data base.
The DED that was produced became the communication, link between all
the personnel involved in 'the system development. Because, the

eventual operational CGS was to be installed ,at six different
-commands in the eastern half of the United States, it also became-a
very important document---Cas-theseventual userse the system as they
correlated data in their dillerse existing files, to that which would
be required for conversion to the standard system master filek
formats that would be required by the operational CCSS.

In the first design of 'the data element dictionary system, all
mnemonics.lassigned todata,element entries were limited to a maximum
of 15 character po,sitionis. Through.experience, this was found to,be
'unsatisfactory, particularly -when attempting toltreate meaningful
.programming mnemonicswhen doctment/hg long names and attempting. to
maintain a semblance of standard abbreviations within the mnemonic.
In a subsequent redesign of the'data element dictionary system, the.
allowable length of a mnemonic was increased to 30 character posi-
tions to match the full capability of the COBOL language. In.the

CCSS, the maximum allowable length was increased to 24 character
positions. Six positions were,reserved to identify the file, sector
and segment as'a prefix to.themnemonips which are used to identify

data fields within hierarchically structured master files of the
CCSS. Since the CCSS was to be programmes in COBOL; it was'recogn-='
ized, that anylmportant tool for managing the system would be the .

mnemonic proitTming tags that would be.uSed within the application
programS and would be used to-dekribe the,data fields within.the

. N
_CCSS Master files. Because application programs written against
system master files'would he required to use standard file.descrip-i.,

tions which were resident on the system libraries, a, great degree of
discipline was imposed on the application programmer'as fie manipu-
lated data within the master files or passed data to other appliba-.
tion,queues for use in .other system processes. Because. the program--
ming mnemonic was to be embedded withihtfie.application,prograins and
the master file descriptions; and to a,4:6ertaindegree reflect what
was being manipulated within .the system' mnemonic was made the
major'key of the,data element dictiOnarlY system', which in turn
ictated.that all mnemonics developed for entry into the data
elbment dictionary data base must be unique.
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The, physical output format of the printed.DED1has remained, fairly
constant since its first publication. It contains an. introductory
chapter that explains the content of the'dict nary Next is a 'Keys
Word in Context (KWIC) index that contains all dg used in thefICkx
names assigned to the eltries in the basic dictionary, listed .

alphabetically by the Mcurrence of all wordsused in afl the 'names.'
The KWIC index is used as the primary research tool when trying to
determine if a data entry has already been defined 4 the data base.
Next is an alphabetically sequenced mnemonic index crossreferenced
to the intheclear names that have been developed for the basic
entries. The last section is tht basic dictionary, sequenced
alphabetically by, the names of the data element entries. For the
purpose of actually designing systems and for use as a functional
definition reference, the sequence fot this sectionohas! in our
experience, been found to be the, most practical when seeking data

- definitions for either existing systems or for systems that are
being designed. The format also allows for crossreferencing
related entries Within the, dictionary to show, hierarchal relation
ships. The ability to maintain these relationships is4designed into
the system.., ,,, . v

Early...in the dictionary system development,a decision was made to
allow other system design activities to register as users of pub

,

lished dictionary entries or, if necessary, develop, and become ,
proponent for entries that had-not been previously entered. This
requirement led to the development of the capability to accept ,input,

. from multiple remote activities and to register their interest'in
entries to the dictionary, or'to accept aubmittal of new entries. Also
deveidped was the capability to protect proponents of data'entries
in the dictionary froirunauthorlzed update,of this data. This was
'accomplished,in the edit prowsses by developing system tables that
crossrcHecked submitter input codes against entry prjapennt identifica
tions, in the data base.

.

To c ontrol and document the,CCSS master files, a companion data base
to the DED system` was developed to act as directory for the data
that.was being stored in themvarious master files of the CCSS.- This
poftion of the, system when fully devel4ed was named thexSystems
ContrOl'and Documentation (SYSCAD) sypfem. ,By coupling the'Tft data
bases, data element entries which were to be,in tfie CCSS master
files could be edited againsC the DED data base to insure that
mnemonics that'were being used in the CCSS master files descriptions
had beeir established and that the automated data processing field
characterAtics were compatible with the .DED enties. Since the
SYSCAD_Imaster file contained all the CCSS masteffile descriptions,
standard COB% copy description's in both COBOL F and ANS COBOL were
genetated and established 'on the systems libraries for mandatory use
of the application programmers when accessing any CCSS master 'file.
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Wellkin advance'of the installation of the CCSS, the eventual'users
had to know the structure and content of the-CCSS master files so
that they could begin correlating data from .their system files to a
that which would be required for the standard 'CCSS file structures
and data content. The file guidp publications produced by the
SYSCAD systeM were the primary documents used for this purpose.
Also provided the user from the SYSCAD system;for use as an auto
mated file conversion aid, were'magnetic tapes' -that contained
element by element descriptions of the master files fort use in
automated conversion methodologies. These magnetic tapes also
contained change indicators so that the user, could beyept-informetl
of any changes that might be occurring to ,he master files. Also
contained in the SYSCAD system are computed data,staiting positions
for all data fields-identified in the 'CCSS master file and computer
segment lengPs for both fixed and variable length records. The
descriptions also identify all data fields that are used as file
keys. Operationally, length and key position information is also
u*Ifor keeping internal CCSS software control tables in synchron.
ization.

The CCSS in'its.present configuration contains 29 master files. For
'thp most part, files that,were developed,we're designed to reflect'
the data required,by the various functional logistics areas, taking
into consideratiOn the conservation of processing' time; effective

A use of storage devices, ease of data maintenance and protection of.data
integrity within,the system. These files in certain run con-figura

_tions may stand alone or be coupled with other master files. to run '
in a data shardng configuration. The.CCSS has one primary file.that
contains common data that may be used selectfvely,6m,In combination
by any functional process in'the CCSS. All other'files may be , .

influenced directly or indiiectly by this file. The structure of
these files is controlled and documented through the use of.the DED
system and the SYSCAD systeM. Since the firsl phase-of the CCSS
became operational in April 1971, the CCSS has continued to be
changed and enhaved. .This, of course, has included' changes to the

'master files structure and content under a ,concept 'of scheduled
system release management. In support of tI'e release management
concept, the SYSCAD system is designed.to maintain, Control ano ','

contain previous master tile'str ,:s for regression test purposes,
current file-structures and futu ,,le structures as they will be4001!
in projected releases of the system. yith the capability to manage
-future file structure releases, standard file-descripiion.can be
made available to the aRplication programmer with sufficient lead
time so that system changes maybe coiled and'tested for,whatever .t
system release thatthe changes are required.. This capability is
very important because the, magnitude, complexity and scope,Of a
future systems_change may require that work-hegin on a systems

' change many months before it is actuallytielded.,
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III. ADP RESOURCES
4

The DED and SYSCAD systems when coupled', constitute a Data Diction-
arytResource Directory which has the capability to record data field.

descriptions, record their use within multiple media and in the case
of files, their location and interrelationships:-It, should be noted
that the DED system may be operated in a stand-alone mode as a ,

dictionary with a limited directory capability. To exercise the
control and documentation features of the SYSCAD system, it qustbe
coupled to the DED system, it may not stand alone.

A. Hardware Requirements
.

'1.IBM Model 360-65 or better. .

2t 2314 disk unit or equivalent. Two required.
/ /3. 2401-1 or equivalent 7-tradk tape-drive, 800 BPI, if

microfilm is to be produced for Stromberg-Carlson
microfilm (Optional)..

4. 2400-3 or equivalent 9-track tape drive, 1600 BPI. Five
,required: - . .

. .*
5: 2501 card reader or equivalent.
6. 1403 printer or equivalent.
7.' Core-memory ,should be able to accommodate program sizes,

up to 150K, and an IBM Operating System (OS) version
21.8.

B. Software Requirements
.

1. All programs,arswritCen for ANS COBOL Version 3.1
Compiler.

IBM utility programs that are required are:
a. IEBDG.
b. IEBISAM.

) F. IEBGENR.

IEHPROG.'
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IV. CONTENTS'AND PRODUCTS

Every entry in:the DED data base contains 3,unique-naMe that can be,

a%maximum length of 67 character- positions. Each entry also contains
a unique mnemonic which may.be.a maximum of 24 characters positions
and must be constructed as a valid Common Busines Oriented Language
(COBOL) programming mnemonic. A 30 character position mnemonic may
be entered with an override code. The documentition and programming

''standards for the CCSS require that this mnemonic be used both when
documenting the system or within system application programs which
use tfie COBOL language= Other required attribdtep of the data
element entry are the characteristics of length, type and data field
justification, the regulatory authority or ,reference for the entry,'
data field data security, the date the entry was 'last changed, the
identity of the entry proponent, the definition, in which cells and
sub-cells the element is.usedand if the element is locally derived,
all of its data codes and items. Also prtiVided is the capability
to register other known references to uses of the entry related
to local nublication-referene4s0 higherleVel regulatory references,

report usages related to Report Identification Number (RINs),-Report
Control Symbols,(RCSs) and forms usage. Application programs, file,
usage, systems usage referencesand known synonym mnemonic/abbrevia-
tiOnS may also be registered. All} of these-referenceS ai.envailake
on automated cross-reference indexes for useln "as-roguired" inquiry,

processes. , ,

_The-t00- ile contains information that describes the structure
enddat'atOntent of controlled system data base master files. ,Each

data field ,in the master file being described must use mnemonic abbre-
viations established On the DED'data base, against which,the Character-

istics olength and data type are edited. The file descriptor entries
also contain voh information as the_file acronym, record type, COBOL
leve, decimal -positions, justification, key indicators, compiler to be
use', occurrence or redefinition information, release number and
information tob used for producing a file guide publication. The,

SYSCAD data.bas will only update after data editing ha§ been success-
ful against DED data base. The SYSCAD data when updated

produces system master file COBOL Copy (both F and ANS) which then7
available for use by the applicatiOn programmers, by whatever release
Version that is in work. File descriptions may also be prepared, which
document the data content and strut-tura of the file for documentation
purposes, The DED file structure, attached to,this report is an example
of a file guide description generated from the'Dp/SYSCAD systems.
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The DED system contains 62 application modules. the system consists -of so

the following tables and files on disk:

1 System editing table (May Contain a maximum of 99 tables
within it)

1 Master filp containing--
1 data beat-control:record
6 data record types "

T Cros reference indexes (inverted lists)

The files are Index Sequential; BISAM organization which can be-read or
updated sequentially or randomly.,

The SYSCAD system contais 41 application modules. The system consists
of the following tables and files:

1 System Master file on tape.

3 Master System Tables on disk.
y*: r b a4.

A combination of tapesequential and random disk processing is used in
thi's system. The tantifile is processed sequeri'tially with selected,
'records being read to -and updated on disk. Tables are Index sequential,
BISAM organization which,can be read or updated seqpentially%or randomly.'

',
%

. 0 p . , ,

,

. .

The pEOSystem produces 34 reports which include foiimatted and selected
listings of Y he data base and operational audit trail type reports.

/ .

.

The SYSCAD Systei prodtices 23 reports which include formatted and
_selected listings of the database and operational audit trail type
reports. ,,

The reports are formatted using IBM Report Wtiter.

Vs OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Data for,the update of the DED and SYSCAD data bases is controlled by
one central activity. TheDED input is received from any organization
within the Command that is designing; progr4mming or documenting

' automated systems. The input may be created by either functional or
ADP specialists. The SYSCAD data base is'updated by computer special-

ists Whose function it ig to control and document the system master
files and their standard file descriptions.

60
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All input is edited by system edit modules Wfiich'do data field checks
plus relational data checks prior to acceptance for data base update.
The DED data base is designed so that only proponents of an entry mayo
update the basic attributes of an entry but other activities may -

register as users. After initial establishment of an entry, fixed
field data-may be updated independently. Both'systems provide for
periodic copying to tape in unload format tor possible backup)che
recovery of the data.bases,

Both systems operate in batch Mode for updating purposes. The DED data
basP is updated modthly. The SYSCAD is updated on "as-required"
basis. Inquiries into the DED are_alsodn.a batch, mode on an "as-
required"basis..

Both systems,are used to control and document a large integrated
wholesale Army logistics system known as the Commodity C2mmand Standard
System (CCSS) which includes-T3Tocesses in the functionalareas'o'f
*Financial Management, Provisioning, Cataloging, Stock Control Inter-
national Logistics, Equipment Maintenance,. Supply Management, and
Procurement and Production. Other Command,systems data fields are also

,4
registered in the DED.

;

VI. SECURITY

3O

0

O

Both systems are designed'to document upclassified data descriptions.
Provisioii is made in the DED to record the.security of the data that is
being described. Also prOvIded in the-DED system isathe capability td
protect the basic integrity ofea proponent's data fidld entry through
the use of proponent tables.

Since these systems do not deal with "peo ik related data, the privacy
act requirements have .not been designed i to the systems. .
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AID'S,DATA ELEMENTS' MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
°

I. Identification

__Apts. Data Elements, Management System_ was implemented in ATV

in July, 1974. This system, commonly Called DEMS, is designed
fo.pioduce a dictionary/directory of -the data elements contained
in the ageU6y's.information systems. The dictibnary lists
pertinent information about'each data element, Stich as, data
element title, definition, COBOL name, types aria sizes, the .

programs, fileq and reports containing the data elements- and, in
some instances, the manual forms and reports where they appear.

.

The pilot phase of his undertaking- was carried odtibetween July'
and September 1974. Based on experience gained duririg the pilot
phase,-the.sYstem and procedures were evaluated and refin
Necessary revisions were made to permit more efficient cd ing,
input, and analysis of data elements. As of DeCember 31, 1935,
approximately 93% of all existing ADP syqtemshave bee a tered

into DENS.. This represents in excess of 5,000 unique elements.

Aa#0

. .

Responsibility for the data.elements management program, the Data. "'N
4

Elements Management System (DENS), and the output dictionatY is

vested in the Offic& of Data ka.nagement,'Information Managementvested
Mr. Linwood Rhodes is the Chief-of the Information-.

Management Division and Mrs. Carolyn D. Moore has responsibility
for the Agency program, ADP Systei and Dictionary. She is also

the contract monitor for a team of contractors resp9nsible for
support.of the ADP system.,

For information contact:

Mrs. Carolyji D. Moore
.

InforirlatiOnManagement Division

Office of Data Management
Agency for International Development
Washington, D. C. 20523

%g Telephone: 202/632-0084 4110.,

714

II. Scope

5

Scope and Objective - .The objective of the Data ElemerVS Management

System wastb produce a data elements dictionary/directory

that provides a foundation for effective management of data
0 contained inqnformation systems. The_Aictionary'produces

listings of data tailored to the needeA-:various calients

throughout the agency and Trovides'SCentralized location for

all-data, thus providing a basis foi'tbe evaluation essential to 1 _

data integrity.

5o
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III. ADPResources

The data elements management system is installed on the IBM 360/65.
Its requirements are 122K core storag4. All.data is recofaed on.
disk and converted tcotape. There is one permanent disk pack using
temporary space.ana one master disk. There are two output.tapes and
two tape drives. All files are recorded on backup tapes, and the
system uses- eleven (11) prpgrams of which six are edit programs.
The only software used is an internal utilitysort.

The system's eleven computer programs are yl'itteli-4n ANS COBOL.
The system operates entirely in batch mode and update is, maintained
through punched cards. The update schedule 12.s irregular.

IV. Contents and Products

The. Data Elements Management system'-s primary report is tile.

dictionary/directory report, which conhins all the infOrmalidir
in the master file apd occurrence files. Such data as d.e.

title, definition, COBOL name, type and size, and all the
occurrences (programa, files, reports, systems) of the d.e. are
listed. -Several .other reports may be obtained:

1. A ligting of only the data elements and.definitions, types 'l-
and sizes and COBOL names. (This is usefuL when analysts
are developing systems and need a shopping list o04ha't's
available.) or

2. A listing by program or file or report ID of)all ihe data
elements used .in that entity.. (This too is an analyst aid.)

,Ii3. A listing, by (mant&l) form-number or re o
i

rt

i

number of
,all the data elements appearing on that lor9;, dr report. (This

is a.boon to reports/forms analyst.) ?*--:,0

.

i

4. A listin ,systemlb, of all the data elemen6 in a
given system. Is is gOod for;management interests.

:

5. A listing of a single data element identified with all the;,'
occurrences.. (This is used tolevaluate the effect of changes.)

, Also, the system produces Other miscellaneous reports, as required.

Two data s, the master file and the occurrence files are

- -01tvp,A,
maintaifteln disk packs. The master file has 500 characters

eadirgr, ord - the occurrence file has 102 characters for
each reda. . There are'several thousand records in each file.

'The files, y re in numerical sequence by data element code,

however, e data elements may be sorted in alpha sequence.
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Presently,therelare approximately 5,400 unique data elements,

in the system with an approximate total'of 84,000 lines printed.

- The capacity of the-system is unlimited..

V. Operational Considerations

Analysts assigned to the maintenance of'a system are notified
I when recording of the system's data elements has been completed.

, and a report listing the elements and related informationis
provided for the analyst's use.- At that* point, maintenance on
the data elements Officially begins and th0I4formation Management
Division is notified in writing (Form 320-26), whenever data
elements-in that system are revised, added or cancelled. The
participation of DM analyst) is vital to the 'maintenance of
systems presealy included in the data elements dictionary,

since a data element revision, deletion or cancellation in an
ADP system greatlybaffects DEMS. For example, if the "type!! and,
"size" of a data element are changed,'then the information ."

provided by DEMS, and all, tfle'ffleg, programs; reportg and
. systems whichcontain that data element in thatparticular
'application require revision;

41.,.
.

,

The information. is collected' op
cs

input forms after it. has been
-... researched and checked by the recorders. AID is presently

using five data techn4iians to record and maintain data contained
in the .system. , : . .

.
.

The data undergoes several internal .checks before being processed.
AID-has achieved a_two percent error rate, which is justified by
the sheet volume-of the data. The errors' that do occur usually,

..-

involve a 10.sspelled word or an ommitted comma and do not
.1 affect the correctness of A data contained, about a data

element.,.. M,.

0.
.

The edit program checks for-conformity of data but does not
,

actually,validate the data. packup files are maintained and
.punched cards are held for a reasonable length of yia.

. ,

However, it must be'stated that a .system'is only as-good as
its source documentation. Occasionally, the system's- books
or manuals from which data is extracted are Incomplete,
antiquated, or difficult to piece together. .

4
ft or Retrieval of data is through batch mode using kdypunch cards. .

a..w.
I

,
. . --

,--.
...

VI. Security ,

4
Thew --is a gredf degree of informal control exercised by the
systems monitor. All input/output requests are routed throUgh.

1
, the ,ioniton., Although the actual collection4in machine runs)

is sec.dree(limit50 official use), there is no dhtrdl of the
data once distribdtion has been made.

52
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VII. -User Characteristics
,

Theigata elements dictiOnary provides a logical starting point
for Identification and evaluation of data for purposes of data

. base management, conformance to Privacy Act requirements and
security- data.

,., 0 , . 1

. A
'4-4-5

h
.

DEMS provides SER/DM analysts with & credible source of.infOrmar*aef
tion about data elements contained in ADP systems documentation

, 0

as..follows: /-Th
. a

. (a) provides. PM analysts with an organized aggregation
of 'data elements and related information : -

(b) serves a catalogue to assist DM.analsts in identifying
data already available when new systems are being developed. '

0

(c provides for identification of areas affected -when
data elements are changed.

(d) prdvides the basisfor usage. of data thatv4s/acceptable
throughout the agency, regardless of the application,
thus promoting consistency and clarity in usage..

(e) permits forms_and'reports'analysts to,.more effectively
identify andcontrol the data in agenclY information systems.

(f) provides a basis for forms and reports an alysts to

spot areas of redundancy and -indeterminate data.

DM'vclients Ventafit from that portibn of the data elements
dictionary which lists data elements' titles, definitions,

. types and; sizes' and COBOL names, as this information promotes a'
consistency and effective interchange of data among, the

users of ADP systems. The dictionary is written representation
of" the data processed by DM for agencY'use.

ecause e0ective management of d41:is built entirely on
t concept of Standardizatioti,bf data (afid its use) strong

emphasis is being placed in this area
'

Approximaeely 75A100 data elements kare -standardized and absolutely

prescr#ed.for use. This effort was quite difficult due to the
politics surrounding data. However,-progress ash:being made.

Several of our data elements are used interchangeably amon 1'

systems, and these data elements provide thg foundation out

standardization efforts.

4

6o
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VIII- Coat

4.

.>

Costing .information-in the system,- in terms of present
can be obtained by. calling the project monitor.

41P
Cost feasibility in terms of long-range benefits or improvement
in "management of data" has not been realistically determined.

O

1

a
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Data Label Control System.

Department of transportation - U.S. Coast Guard

DLCS

3.

6:3
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DATA LABEL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM'

I. Identification.
) ,

In,1972-the U. S. Coast Guard developed.the,Data Label,Cdntrol
Subsystem (DLCS), to aid in the development and maintenance of the
Joint Uniform Military Pay and Perdonnel Accounting System (JUMPS).
System specifications, program documentation, user procedures, and
additional information are available from:

/

) Chigt, Information Systems Divsion (G- ITS/84)
S.°

1

k 0. S. ,Coast Gard '
,

17

7th 4L sf: W.

Washington, D. CI 20590
Telephone: 202-426-1686

II. Scbpe
A

The DLCS was, designed to act as a directory for the expected 285
prOgram, 580 computer records; and approximately 2000 data elements
needed for the JUMPS system. The system provided a means to verify
the-tbrrect use of common representations in the programato be- t

writen well as providing a map of programs to be changed if an
element or i s code structure changed. The DLCS also provided a
chance to test the Data Base Management System (DBMS) to be used in
the JUMPS system. The system contained standardized names, lield
sizes, and other attributes of,each element. kmanual definition
book is maintained to further define thOsesdata-eIements found in
the DLCS.

III. ADP Resources

The DLCS was developed using the CDC proprietary DBMS; S-III on
the CDC 3300, computer. Disk storage on one class "B" pac s needed
forthe three data files: Tape files are used for ,input and bac
while outpu is to a printer.

A nuMber, f application programs were written to edit, update, &tap,
and restore thg filft. These jobs require 40 to 90 quarter pages of
core consisting Of°512, 24-bit words, .4 number of reports are
produced using the MARS-III inquiry language, QUERY. These jobs
require.from 40 to 60 quarter pages of coie.

'.1

1.;
g

' t
V
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IV. Content and Produces

' Data is organized into three MARS files, LAB1, LAB2, and LAB3
located on a dingle class "B" magnetic disk pack. Characteristics '

of each data element are common to all three files end appear in the
"fixed length portion" in MARS terminology. The files are sequenced
on, an arbitrarily.assigned sequence number (SONBR) for each dat--
element. Each file has one or more variable por'tions, eachsof which
consists'of a variable number of fixed length areas. LAB1 contains
non-standard COBOL abbreviations for each data element and.a list of

1,%programs using the data element. 1LAB2 contains lists of input
forms, "repOrta, file ; arid- record? in-which thel.data 46Ment'appears.J

.TransaCtioncOdes and assOciated function cedes are codtain&I on
LAB3 for each data element.

Standard reports include an update and exception _report for each
file.as it is' updated. 'Reports of data element characteristics` and
usage'are produced through the use of the_inquiry language. Special
inquiries are run on an as required basis.

V. Operational Corisideration°

Data is to be prepared by the systems analyst during the analy s

and design,phases of the new system development. Coding sheetlein
the necessary record formats are pre-printed-. After keypunching,

.

jobs are. submitted in batch mode, to update the; file and produce
standardrepokts. Backup dumps are taken on a regular achadule.

0

e.

The data is minimally edited before.
are listed, on an exception report..
mitting the input forms.

update and errors encountered
Corrections are made by resub -'

A special means of updating the file ands record lists,is provided 'by' .

one of,the programs. Thid program reads file descriptions and
record descriptions from a COBOL program, validates the COBOL names
and:updates the corresponding lists for that element.

4
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VI,. Security

4. Users of the Data Label Control Subsystem must identify themselves

to the Multiple Access Retrieval System (MARS) which processes the

DLCS. User idemtification and passwords are both required for
access to MARS, which is operated on the CDC 3300.camputer system.

a' However, there is no individual data element protection built into .
the DLCS, although the capability exiats. Users of the system must
rely on proper user identification and passwords' to protect access

. ,
. .

to data. .

-,, ,k,..k. 3.4. .......A.41...A.....s,,,,,, ... -, .- , ...A..-..,,tv..4.-,.1 .. . ' . 1 . ' 1 i , # A " 44 1
*i

q Data security is further Controll d by access lists oDpersonnel
, , i

;

authorized. t process programs on,the,Comppter system., If arson
submits a job without the proper authorization to run that program:

the job will be'aborted.-

0/

VII. User Characteristics

The DLCS is used by technical'personneld(coMputer systems analysts
and computer programmers). In addition, non-technical (user)
personnel are involyed with defining data element Characteristics.
The DLCS coordinator reviews and -submits updates on an as required

basis. Inquiries are prepared by the person desiring the material
and submitted directly to the Transportation Computer Center,

TCC.

VIII. Costs

o

The DLCS'was developed by five persons in 1971 and 1972. The skills .

employed were those of computer system analysts and computer pro -

grpmers. The total deielopment time-was approximately 24 months
th an estimated cost of $30,500.
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STATE OF FEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

Data Element Directory (pMy/DED)

I. Identification

The New York State Department of Motor Vehicles is developing a 1'

Data-Element Directory (DMV/DED) of its computerized filesl, The
Data Standards and Control Bureau of the Division of Data Admin-
istration is, responsible) for producing and maintatning,the directory.

For information, contact:

New York State Department of Motor Vehicles
Division of Data Administration

Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12228

Attention: Warren Crow
Telephone: 518/474-6871

The scheduled completiOn data for the directory July 1977.

II. Scope

The Division. of Data Administra tion was_organized in 1972 to

Coordinate the .managem4nt and protection of the Department's
data resources. The Data Standards and Control Bureau of the
Data Administration Division was directed in 1974 to develop
and maintain a Department of Motor Vehicle-S Data Element Directory.
The directory is intended to 1bf atentral data refeience guide. It
will be used to standardize data in the Department of Motor Vehicles
thereby promoting data interchange among organizations involved in
traffic safety. '

*

Since the bulkof the DMV/DED contains definition information it'
isbasically classified as a dictionary although i.t does contain
some characteristics of a directory. The data elements are linked,
to records, files, transattions and their input, file and output .

.representations are docum6nted.*
4

,

III. ADP Resources ..

The D MV/DED is not automated.
. -

IV. Contents and Products

The DFV/D D contains three categories of information: identification,
definition d zepresentabtan. Identification information furnishes
the data eleme with unique labels and links the elements to records,

6o
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files and transactions. Definition informatio explains the '

content, purposes source and use of the data element. Repre-
sentation information describes the length/type and format of

.

,the data item There are five sectionb to the DMV/DED:

A
a) Explanatory Text
b) Data Element Description
o) Files Inventory
d) Transactions Inventory

' e) i or Reference

A. The Explanatory Text describes the
scope and use off the directory

A

.

purpose, content,

B. Data Element Description. This is the core of the
DMV/DED. Descriptions are listed alphabetically by data
element signature. Eadh data element description
contains'the following. s

1. Signature
A
- the complete unique name 'of the data

e meat._
Code - a four position alpha numeric code
igned to the data element for use in manipulating

Name- n-context - description of how the,,pignature
appealson forms where uniqueness is provided by.
context.' (e.g., the data element "name, licensee"
appears as "namall'on the license certificate:)

4. Abbreviation -,the shortened form of the signature
as used on reports and forms.

5. Technical definition - explanation of the content
and purpose of the data element.

6. Input source - identification of the originator Of
the data. element:

7. Use - explanation of the general uses of the dat
element.

8. Special EDP use description of thd'da-tftementh
use for specific data processing purposes. (e.g.,
access key, sorting field).

9'. Synonyms - words similar or identical in meaning to
the signature.
.Computer, files - list of files where the data,"4,
`element appears.

.

Transactions - list of transactions where he
element appears.

12. Systems - list of sets of compUfer pro gsses where
the data element is used, ,

a
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13. Components of a composite data element - if a data
element Consists of two or more other.data elements
4t ,is referred to as a composite data element. Inl
data elements that make a composite are referred to

as components. For example, *'date of bifth" is a'
compodlte data el' ent whose/components are "year",
,"month" and "day' .

14. Traffic Records reference - signature of the data
,element as it appears in the New York Staterraffic
Records Data Dictionary.

15. 'NHTSA xeference - name andireference codes qf the

4,01

-data element as it appearsJin the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration's Design Manual for a' State

Traffic Records System.
16. 'Comments - information that does not fit into any

other category.
17. Representations

a. Level - input, output, or file representation.
bi4 Type.- name,

1,7

abbrevigiion, code or numeric
value.

c. Length - 9umber of positions or bytes.
d. Format - slphabetic, numeric, etc. 4,
.e. Data item description - described and illustrates

the possible values of the data element.

D. Transa tions inventory. For each transacoont the
followl g information is given:

. Transaction name.
.

2. Description - a brief narrative ethe purpose of
the transaction.

3. System - a- 1-stof systems where the transaction is
used.

4. Data elements. A list of data elements that appear
in the transaction. .

E., Word reference. Wordi in the DMV/DED are defined as
signatures, names7in-context, abbreviations, synonyms' `
and components of composite data elements. .All words'
.are, listed alphabetically*in the word reference and are
linked to data element signatures. This was created to
Kelp usetel cate a'partidUar data element description
without kAO ng the full signature.

a

V. Operational Considerations

.
, .

Our main source,of data was system design documentation. Where the

documentation was_missing or incomplete, interviews with the ana-
lysts

.

lysts aod peogrammers and some Users provided the necessary infor-
mation. i \ .

6
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,

Oir. data collection tool is a form designed by our bureau based upon
material developed by the,ANSI Data Directory Committee (D-20.1), an
outgrowth of the ANSI Ste Model Motorist Data Base Committee
(D-20). All data element des&-iptions are to he,cleared by pertinent
analysts, programmerstand users. .

.

VI. Security *
'''.-

Some confidential restricted infoimatior such as personnel file
transactions has been omitted from the directory but there are no
plans for security restraints of the dlilectory itself.

1

1

VI]. User Characteristics

.

The anticipated heavy users are systems analysts, programmers and
Data Standards and Control Bureau analysts. We-also anticipate .

usage by DP Management, some users and, other vganizations involved
in traffic safety.

414
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I. .IDENTITIOATION

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

REGULATORY INFORMATION 'SYSTEM,
DATA ELEMENT DIRECTORY .

The. Fede al Power Cqinmission, Office of Regulatory Information

Systems,lanagement Branch, directed the development of the
Data Element Directory as an ordered collection of data elements
data items, source, usage and output references, and-other i5ter-
relationships to support its Regulatory Information-System (RIS).

For information contact;
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
Office of Regulatory Information System
825 N. Capitol St. N. E.

Washingtpn, D.C. 20426

ATTENTION: John H. Yienger
PHONE 202-275-4935

EPC's Regulatory Information System *and its associated Data Element
Directory are currentlsounder development. Detailed documentation is
thereby not available at this time..

1

II. SCOPE

The Data Element Directory (DED)s a software-user tool through
4-41Z" which the RIS data bank is managed. In addition to informaeion

.., .

-c- , necessary to describe data bases, data element6-ehd ddta' item-ST, the
..i...,i;.._
d ,..

,

DED has control' information necessary omp etey direct the
_operation of the generalized soft necessary to'acquire, edit,
audit, manipulate and administer all the data bases of, the RISsdata
bank. /'The DED performs the functions of a directory and a diction-
aTy. / In essence the DED is a data resource repository.for'the

\..IRIS.

. 4 /
III., ADP RESOURCES

4
e DED is inetalldeas*a system 2000 (S2K) data base on the IBM
70/ 58 operating under MVS. Other than the standard overhead, tDie

DED g over 6 million chatacters'of-data. The.liED can be piocessed

ingetactively using System 2006 natural languagevr-in batcnittde
using. ANSI COBOL with Systeril q000 Programming-Language Interface

(PLI).
o.

t
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IV. CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS

The DED is a System 2000 Data Base itself and is essentially a three
limbed tree. One limb is for the Data Bases of the RIS, in which
the Data E nts are definedand cross-referenced inInpleOdocuments,
data item ist , units-of-measure. Also the. to ef6ment%e'input,
usage and output equirements relative to edits,,kudits and reports
,are specified. The seco limb of the DED is the data-lnm lists
for the appropriate data lements. Each data item list IS described
and btandardized by name, code anTa All'theAlthe data item3
lists form a'data register. The third limb of the DED is a list of
the appropriate source documents4'which are the collection media
employed to colledt data. The title§ of the fields on these schedules
are the data elements.

)

. .

V." OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
.

1
<

The Regulatory Information System and its associated Data Elem.ent
-Directory have been developed concurrently by the Federal PoWer
,Commission and its contractor, Planning Research Corporation. All
data elements, data item lists, data tases and Forms/Schedule
£source dd'cuments) are a product of an integrated development .

'-< 'effort.

O

r
-1,

There is a unique set of source documents ueed.to supply all the
data required by the Data Element Directory. These input documents
are prepared by Data.Base Administratorp,D4a Standards Analysts, and
Forms Designers. °These.documents collect all the definition's,
characteristics, and interrelationships data codtaineZ in theNDED.
This data is ;coordinated and processed by the Data Base Adminis-
trator for the Ata Element Directory'!'

-AAN

All initi loading and updating of the DED are perormed in batch
.

.

mode for udit and control purpose, usually overnight. However, the
DED is intained on-line and is avallable.for interactive queries
and ,pri t-outs to support special analyses. No data base changes,

.

-.

to dither the DED or the other RIS data bases'are performed inter-
actively. 'Under the direction of the DED approiimately 2 billion...
characters of RIS data are collected-, eedited, audited; apprOved and
maintained on -line fot any 3-year ,perttod. The data are massaged for
analysis via the constraints of the DED. 'This includes the DED's
role as being the repOsitory to define the Parameters and 'other
control informatigemployed by ,the software to maintain the,,,RIS.

0
0 ....o0,,,,-

. . f.,,,%40'4 ' 0 -1-0".

0,
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VI. SECURITY

. r Security,for the RIS and its DED are imposed for the-p0Otection of

the data within its environment' against accidental, pa0Spe and

willful destfuctiono abuse. Presently, the security features are

those proVided by theOkBli MVS operating system and syStem.2000 data

base m agement system. :These inc e several modes'of password

protecti n.,of the data. 'However, PC's security program is contin-

Juapy under ,review.

VII. USER CHARACTERISTICS

The DED. is developed, maintained and, operated by the'Data Base

-.., Administration group. This group is responsible or all databases

the RIS and is in constant contact with users. Through this contract
they are familiar with User requirements,' respqnsible for RIS data/
base and 1ourC'e docUmeni design, and load, update an maintain, the

IRIS -`data Vases.

The primary users of DED are the Daellotase Admihs*rators. They use

the basic reference-and cross-reference-featury of the DED when
designing data bases and sodkce documents and in evaluating request-

ed modifications or enhancements. In additon, the DED is used to.

define the data elements and their prescribed data items f4r filling
11°,oucpsburce documents. crt

1

VIII; CONCLUSION

The DED of the FP,p's RIS' is a highly specialized dlta resource.

-manager tailored stekifically for FPC's generalized data bade'

software procesdingsysOm. The 7.is a System 200p"data base
itself -and is processed and naSintained0y,the same ge eralized- .

psoftware system as all other RIS data bases. ese,fa tors must be
\.....

thoroughly investigated when considering the possible use of the" '
FPC's DED. %
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I. IDENTITICAT,ION

Office of Prime Resoonsibi

'The Department of D'efense LogistiCs Data Resource
Management System (DoD LOGDRMS) was developed by the DoD
Logistics,Data Element Standardization andManagement Offige
(DoD LOGDESMO) to stipport execution of the Department of .

Defense Logistics Data Element Standardization and Management
Frog-ram (DoD' LOGUESMAP). FOr information on_ this system contact:

Chief" ..

DoD Logistics Data Element Standardization
'and Management Office,(LOGDESA)

.

Attention: Mr. A. Hochman'
Room 7S69, Hoffman Building 2
200 .Stovall Street.
Alexandria, Virginia 22332,

Telepriones are: AUTOVON - 221-932
Commercial -'(202 325=9324

acumentation .
.t.-

.

System documentation is internally developed and
maintained. A'procedures manual for .thee DoD LOGDESMAP has
been compiled and is currently being coordinated throughout
the Department of Defense prior to final approval, publi-
cation, and implementa.. tion. Additionally, a users_ manal is
being compiled es a companion document to the procedures 0

. _.manval. pth documents are proTected tor . is, suance by ,

June 1977. ' \; 7

4
I . SCOPE

Reason for Implementation

.* The Department of Defense (DO) Logistics Data
Resource Management System(LOGDRMS)-was developed to prdvide
a more effective0vehicle'for the me'aningfulsiandardization'.
and Management of'data employed within' the DOD logistics

J.I
, community. .

. -
. .

- .--

*
-. ..

* LonAms, specifiCilli is ,designed to progidel,

UniforM identification; Categorization, and
classificatiop of the data emplbSred in DOD logistics
data .systems. 4

70
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II: SCOPE, -(Cont'd).

** An organized means for family, gro ing.bf
related data. representations and subjecting such
groupings to the formal processes "of. stand- ardization,
i.e., simplification and the development', coorliinatiOn,
and. publication of standards. . .

q.-
.

.

** 'A vehicle for storing,' displaying and/or publish-
ing standards to personnel `engaged In data system
management, development, diesign,' Operation, maintenance,
or use it,order to maximize reutilizafion.of existing
data as opposed to time consuming -and costly generation
of, new data. .

, ,

** Necessary information suppOrt services to manage
ment and operating eleifients'eo as to maximize their
visibility existing data and infotbation and thus'
effeciivelYlimprpvi, their decision"making_proCesses.

An analytical tool for, recording the hieraichical
relation94ps of data to"the.entities of which they are
a member c(eg., forms, reports, files', etc.) and to the
entities into which they_logically subdivide (e.g., data
eleients, data chains, data coded", etc.)- whie can be
utilized to. ssess the impacts of planned or proposed
data_system changes or ie conducting required analyses..

Critically needed management of logistics data as
a-"resource'', In a.manner similar to that.employed'in_the

. management ofother resources such,, as materiel, 'personnel
facilities, money, etc'.

-

A V

Background

* Depaitment of Defense (DoD)Directive 5000.27,
"Logistics Data ,Element Standardization and Management Program
(LOGDEgMAP)", dated March 28, 1075-(a) establishs., defines,
the:objectives of, and assigns responsibility for the DoD
LOGDESMAP; (b) establishes and defines basic principles and

-polidles_for the management of logistics data within the DoD;
.4 and (c) -authorizes publication of f-a LOGDESMAP Operating-
Manual prescribing =uniform procedureS to be applied by
participating DoD Components.

be e

DoD Directive. 5000.27 -identifies the objectives'of'the.
' DoD. LOGDESMAP as

71 L LOGSRMS`



II. SCOPE (font' d)

Noy

**Improve the management 'of DoD .resources at. every
level through the reductionof unnecessary overlap and
duplication in DoD logistics data systems.

1

** Reduce thecosts of DoD data systems design,
development,. prOgramming'aud,operaf-ion.

** Assure the effectivenanagement of logistics data ,.
bases. - 1.

.

.
.

.
. . ..

. Not'

** Facilitate the interface and integl'ation of
logistics data 'systems tnd the interchange of 'data

oft

logistics
and among such systems. ' . .

Aup. °
.

O.
** 'Provide A common base.of standard data elements

a d related features Eor Use throughout the DoD logisticd
: g munitcy as well as other afticted,DoD communities.

,

.
** Permit more efficient -determination of the impact,

of anticipated, proposed, and/or approved changes by
. fhosA°organizational elements planning, adminIsierfng,_

tnd'mperatingprograms ands systems employing logistics.
date., 11, ;.1

-. '.1.
. .D.

The folloWing policies are enunciated-1n DoD Dfrective ..

5000.27: ,
i

**.
% DoD Coiponents will jointly develop uniform

methods, procedures, and controls for, he management of
DOD -logistics data bases.

. ,

'

'** .
Management:of logistics data on a system Oriented

basis(1.4.,.how dala.are used as opposed what datt,sre) .

'W11.1 continue to beadcomtlished.by the organizations
responsible for logistics data system development, and
configuration management. * . .

. DOD stf.ndazd data element's and related features
w'111 ber.develoted and used-unless specifically exempte4

-hy the 'Assistant Secrttary of Defense ,(Installations and
Logistics) ASD_(I&L) in (a) the devtloment or redesign,

%
of automated logistics systems 'and (b) 'authoritative."

_issu4 es.which pfescribe the collection, reporting,.or,
inter hange-of logistics data:

p 1
, .

. . .-

1

;
1 . . J.

...

4
J

O
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II. SCOPE (Cont d)

a

. **'
Issuances of a joint neture'involving require-

ments for the development, identification, or interchange
4

, of logistics data will be coordinated under the provisions
of the ApD LOGDESMAP. .

, Appl icability' 1

-
e

r S

* . 0 ,

The DoD LOGDESMAP applies to all DoD Component
organizations involved in (a).the deveapmat, design, or

;..' qpdification of automated logisti &s data systems; and (b) the
initiation, coordination? publications, or revision of 4.

.fruthoritative issuances which require the collection, repo'rt-
-ing, or,interchange of logistics data. ,:) '') ...\\

* For the purpOse of this program, the area of logistics
encompasses all responsibilities assigned to,the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and.Logisties) ASp(I&L).

r.0
History

The improvement of Dob.logistics'systems has 'necessarily
beestcIosely related1to the emergence and-advAces 1.n the
`technology of automated data processing and improved comNuni-,
cations., As the 'technology has progressed, the development
of automated logistics systems has'moved with varying degrees .

of speed and has been hard4pressed to keep pace. In part this
has been,due to the inability to'iapitalizeuOn existing
technology; more importantly. it is:ehe.iesult of long ,le
time necessary for effecting system changes. , Aa compone t
aystells'becoie progressively complex, these lead times have
becdme increasingly prolonged. The final product is a
series. of subsystems or processes, each Idniquely complex and

; difficult to change..'r

--

This experience highligh!ed acritical need' for a
master .plan aimed at preventing the:pioliferation af non-
stapaerd, incompatible, non-comparable-arlft.independently
developed systems'. Sucb a plan, identified as.,theiDoD.
Logistics 'systems Blueprint was promulgated in .196t aitd
implemented in 1972 as the-Department of Defense Logistics'
SystemsPlan 07,0GPLAN).

'

A"'ViCal part of the Blueprimt addressing the standard-
.

iiation,and management of logistici.data was imple'menteein'
I970. through initi#tion of the pro ram catimately form -ized
by DoD` Directiwe :5t00.27 (referen .pdra. IIB)I

.

.85
:
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1.

t4d) %-°'.

..- -
The B-luezrint-.pottelop.-dealing. with.logistids di,,i'a :.

pointed out that- the; rapid prolif,eration1 of logistics. clta; ...,.
language vCcabulary variation resulting frOM .,independent -.

1 system developthent actiOns, in todayl,s highly iterdependent - .:logistics /environment seriously aiaper.s .eff,ective _acEompfigh-
.ment of logistics functional 'Di is,s-on47'.., a rtic,u-laxly .. from an .. -'.

'overall DOD' point of view. As a. conieq -ripe, each tr..p er..at ing_ ".=..',.

data system must maintain a- b'ull.t-it taea ilit±1.ibrAtr4.ni.4.: _1.-
lating the data language ,.lio Ciabtflary: of 6 et data .iyet..eins yit:k-

. which it 'interfaces. - Ln: ordentO OV'er'c'Om . thrs continuink
* trend, it is intended that ..thariagement -di-i: p 1 14 e,ti.ei 1 F J)e . -- ", -...

applied to data and information in alitenZaer s."m`i'lar.t=6 tb;at :. .:-.
employed in the management of .mater'iel.--, Da' to and. infoilatiou,,;.77,7.
like materiel, are susceptible tb"the..fulr range of logfatic . '-...:-

. life cle'flinctions. (e..1.., requirements dete.-rniiriatiiin;,: -,- --`'''!" ::.--. .... i0 . . . _iden ificationL standardizatiOn- acquis -on-- s_t-Orage; :' --
distributiqp;" utilikationcl:dsisp35-s-al)-a c- ..- -- . .,:-; : , : .-...

.
- : 't. --"" -'`

.
. . -.:;t4 ;.- - ,':' , - - , c:- -

* Early efforts b OtbSM.* 'weile ,aapiig1,2Piilicife-d y...' =-..
.z...-

,:;, -
a compulerized system In.batcli.proc'e4crig..:mod,e_.:). CkOideti=hg,;`f.

.. the enormous 'volume of rece)dfs....and, ;the .ekfen'save -'t,ime,-;reiluiiied
to update and publish i;nformatibp..,:.-actii4oT --ff.'efft.to,...4ervel:Cp -1-1
an economical effec'tive im rovila Sys.reni w4S-- urrciertekdn -- ...Y '

....AS. .. ,::: . '-'.-z : -....:.e ...i.. ..,,:.-1. 4:-:
.... - .- rr,..1.1..s ; .. . ,.. z.-,- - 7'.,..; _,'''-

c% *, As a part Of th,i-s e rtt't.'l a- t ds E c!-g-.':i e-:.fiavy,i's;12.ec..ard.--..
As'societiori System II "--Irltgrati-v4-7(RAS.TTI).W§- orduetdd....1
While it was cOncladed. the t..1AS.

:
...

III. :. cCii,silera7 b- re i m

.-:s
;1;

ment over the constraiqed;b:#id,h-;pr9teksang,Va, rtfm1)fr cfs?- . ,r
.:.-.

r dquire dimP ro;ieien t's -were eyiVe.Ri: ,4,g A.7oirsgtfu,nce,,'ra '. i7.
coa pr aliens iv e ' sy,s tem functio'al -req u ifemep t.w4e.gev eleaed :-
Based upon this .requir rnent:

r
a.deti.S).-On.5/4 s.::#'.e..acijfea:t of emptcx,--

,.. . Computer Corpor-at ion of kmiric-CMo,,-de1 -2a. CZ,EMS-1"siq44r.k- .'`-r,,,'. ,package) on- a 'lease..baSisfron.'ihe,:PepiitMeli:i ok-.:COkiierce..a4 ...; t.
to use the leased loftliare..,oit that Agsk-licy3.-:colnpu'Ke:r . 0.11.;ii..,,-... ..,....-

., t-ime sharing' .frbaSis, :--r.: .,..,,,' . "A. -. ------ ,,- . . . .

,,..:....._:-.., .,,.;,-.. .. .......,;,.." , ..,..--, ,...,... ..:-.. . .:',:i k;--.._ r- i
.-..i!..4% ' ..-1' .V.-f-' :;.:-, .:..Z.

-. - -
* 140re recently, a'n acqu-1si:t4on: ale % Volt.;

--..to ',"Sectife a, -. ....J..

software package (DBM) tapable`,....:ki'lkeeii.,'W.59G;OMP-.; re:qiiiie:- ...."':.
...4 .4... .....*

ment s as welt as o t.her 'cur X' 4n t jp4` ilib4-#.t.0,4i.i41" Iffc14i11;t4,14.e1.7t s
was tinder taken by tAi) Doe-finse:I?pgis-tics A".g....*:C:-3i-'01.14) 1-1.1helic%. 1 i.

.such ''''a c,quisl. i-ion is .eomp,lieted; irg.':4 s ;pi-to_-*;-tii ,k'fikinA.*te '2.--...:. 1 -:;-'',

, the lease, agreement" wiy.ill -tha...Dep-4f tpi.entiot .,ebniirief:e- A'ail, t..c?'.' ;Its,
`- -'', employ' DLA! s CoMputer located at.. C.siiier.o)ii' -S-1;art.;1031..."Alixandriaf,,c., -..

--.-;-Virginia -.-
. .

./ -- -.,-. -' '-'. . . ,....-c-.-!-,: e-, '.,-)--:--. '..-' .. .-...
4 . .4."-=.

t, .

.,br
":=A7..

11;"'y.
u.P..

=

eis -
;.: "a',

; f; 11"

.
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4.
4

'Implementation Level

* L0GDRMSis a Department of Defense-widasystem
sofar as content'is concerned.'

:o

0

* The system currently operates at three physical
e s.

'DoD LOGDESMO - Updates (both cAte and change)_ -

. ,

are entered, using data terminals. Query is conducted
on plannsed'or.,a4 jloc baAis with Prin-t out4optional on
desk top line print4rs.

'1;

**. Defense Administrative SUppott Center (DASC) -
DASC (a field organizatiogof the Defense Logistics Agency)
provides programmineof "segments" and testing and,debug4ng
using a test base. When approved, segments are entered "P

,in LOORMS deep base for useby LOGDESMO personnel. All
efforts of4this nature are performed on7line using data -

terminals. .-DASC.alsb provides batch processing' services
,-'using magnetic tapes'dumped,from,the physical's:lite .base.
DASC also arranges for micromation support services to
develop mickofich of LOGDESMAP.Publications derived from
batCh-processed magnetipe entered into Computer Output

-64.,--,,MiCrofilm (COM) e4uipmefit.,4 ,

x
. /' -N.

** NI. Ai

. - Department of,Ommerce, Washington, is the 4.,
.owner of) the Model 204 software and the4c,orap ter employed
i'for:LOtDRMS.'.Thiphysical Tiles of LOGDRMS re stored at
Commerce on a"disICpack." .1" ,

. . 0 , , -
, g

i
* 'Follow-on.plagningprovides for 'the termination 4110 the

Depdrtment of Commerce lease arrangement with the DASC
1

,assuming' all regponsibittties formerly perfdrmed by Commerce. '.

i* long , .Additional long range ,planning provides for mpltiple
:'update and querY,sirts to be locateCeat variods:systs6:design
centers throughoutite United States-' .

r . .

t.

'III. ADP RESOURCES

,
..,

sikrdware_Requirements a
a. ' o 4

:IC IBM MOdel36.04i (Department of Cowmerce)
it. '-,--i-, ..---one '' disk pack . 4 0, ,..j. , ...---1 4; t''

t 0.ne.( ).iline pri,nter -, ,

J .

ai ,
.

* Five (5)'data terrain s '

** ne at DASC

Lx5 re

:,,'

LOGDRMS

-
A'



(
III ADP RESOURCES

** Four at LOGDESHO

*- Four (4) desk top line-printers
A . 4

One at DASC
e

' ** qhtree at LOGDESMOJ

* One (1) card printer w.

* Batch PrOcesiing Hardware IBM 370-155 involving 20
magnetic tapes.

.Software Requirements`

* Computer Corporation of America Model 20 Data'Base
Management System (Department of CommeXae)0,

* Program segments written in Model'204'User Iantuage

* Batch processing piograms art written::inANSI COBOL

IV. CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS
...-

c-Data Orgarvization .

* -Data 1

Bases: The LO'GDRMS data bamkican/sists of 25'
. 'data bases including, one for:

. ..

I a. Each Department of***Defense Component
, ,

,-

IL Other Federal Agencies (U.S. Government)° .).....-.

(

Fl
Sectors: Each data base subdivides into sectors as

c. futeragency,.Groups/Committees
At,

d. "Non-gOvernment Organizheions

State/Loca Government Organiration0

f. intexnational Government Orginizatipns

g. DOD LOGDESHO
o
.

-43,44.e

-

a. Organizations

b.' 'Functions.
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$
IV. CONTENTS. AND PRODUCTS "-(Cont'd)'

c.

°

d.

Subject Matter
. /

Issuances/Publications,

e. Management Plans
. .

.
'': .

f. Xanagement Programa
-/

g. 'Management Studies

An. Management Systems

i. Managemedt Subsystems

j'. Management- pperations

k. Management-Procedures

1. -Automated Data Procetsing Systems-

M Automated Data Sy;tems (Applications)

n. Data Systems (Processes)

o. Automated P ngrams

p. Data Files ases

q. Records/Segments

r. 'Formats

s.. Forme .%
.
-,

.
t.1 Documents (Input)

I
( u. , Reports (Output)
- .

. 17-.' Data Fields /Blocks.

w. -Datal Element kPPlications

-x. D4ta Chains.
4

37.1 Other Multiple Data glemen t:_Repreeentatives
4

z. Data Element Categor s-

. 1 ,

77
89



IV.' CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS nt-'d)
-

.1

* Data Elemerits

** Data Items

lk
v. 7ermg

** Abbreviations
b

r** Correspondtce (LOGDESMO'internali
j

4

Libraiy Con 1 (L41,GDE5MOinternal)
.

N

,**

1

Logical Records - An array of physical. corAs to
logically represent a record within a sector_ of a datia base.
Each such logical record includes 9-tfribute information
concerning the subject of the reeord. Theseattributes are
logicalli, arrayed in seven sections as follows:.

fy
Via

** .
.4

Record Identification Attribultes including
.

.

identification of the data base,-the'.'sector, the proponent ,

organization, reference document, 'document subn.vithion;,
4 and date of late§t record change together with.a unique ,.

.,six position numeric.RecordIdentification Code (kig)./7"' . -
. - ' . . ,

.
.

. **
-Identification Attributes Ouch as Officia

1

"Mnlmonic reviatiori,or Inifidlism,' DC'cument reftrence
creed. io , synonym names, stanctarZization.status. ,

..

ormation, subject matter-ddintifilcatl&n,- sy...6-temcopfig
uration control designation, sccpe, e'rsion data, et ;

* 1
,*

Representation Attributes such type of .' - .

.

representation, recording Mode, length in c 4rac,tern, type Of
characters, COBOL picture,..eigne0 quantity i dicrator,.

%precision,.scale-, etc. .

**
Location Attributes s 01-es...device t

Organization of storage, idces "method, a. rgs
algOritkm, activity address- block sizes, d4torage

.sequenCeo and directory alidkqs. -

Relationship Attributes-'1.9cluding:
( ..::. -''.

**** Logical'Stiucture oint r. to subdivision glof-
: subject recOr0-within aJ singlelsys. tem,_ \ ; s

'k ** Me ersh to next highest
>; 'Nth yete :under whiche/

.record a, mem

S
.

II

4



IV.
,

CONTENTS AND iiitgpucTs ,(ont'd)

*** Interaction - pointer to a related itemi.at' .

equal hierarchical level in a different system.

** Organization Attributes such as expected
occurrences, maXimum occurrences,
of use, overflow/ priority, and s

** Security Attributes inclu'to:
*** Security ofo the system

owth factor, frzquency
tistics.

*** SeCurity of the _data content

*** Acde'ss authority
!

*** Data SOurte;'UpdIteand Defilhition Responsibility

attributes relating 'r

.

*** Privacy Considerations

*** freedom of InforMation Consideptions. .

4P.
** Integrfty Attrifmtec such as validity, consistency,

'reasonableness, propagation set, complete4ess,.reliability,
recovery and' retention.

r-** Cost Attributes' Including such as, development,
design,*prod44tion, overhead, maintenance, distribution,,
communications, retrieval, and sUppofficosts.-..

* Tables -'A series of thitty-eight ('tables) .-Are
it the data base which provide cleax.text tramatation
attributes and are used to edit inputs both, as to ad4
validity of, select combinatibns of codes.

incorporateA
f coded
acy2OW

* Program Segments are alsa stored in the -data base.
. '

.

. .,

tift
A1Data Relationships . ,

. t -
.. ri . ,,,,, \..._.. .

dbilk _

.. .

. * -Physical records arm. stored indein;k-to' An internal. control ,

.number. .

.

. A . .
4

* Logical redords'conbist of s ts-af physical recordsfindexid.
fhp,.sime internal control numb#r .

.

a

* Table record are.lAkvi logical records'consistihg Of., --'' i .,

three physical record , one' for the .data' .604, the second fbethe, .
.

..abbreviatioh and the third4or- the data value.
,

I I

-91
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IV. TENTS AND PRODUCTS (Cont4d)
..* By reason-of the ,indexing of attributes 'internally,

.it is-..possible to query on aokey and find alI.records rgrated
. thereto. Vir4tually all attributes are key. Query is on a

boolean and/or/not ihusifacilitating selective retrieval.
Additionally; thee syste automatically develops descriptors
.(key word) indexing, of the official and synonymous names thus
offerifig increased'pctential for relating records. Further,
the- system develops invisible stemmed deseriptors of selected
keysentries (e.g., first five positions of key Word; first six.
positions of synonymous-name key word; first four po4itions
of system control designation; etc.) . These further ifacilitle.
selective retrieval and avoid grammatical variances'.

. , .
,

.._..

.
Report ProdI.:Us

,
. a

4
. .

Report products, at thee., present time are based uppn ad-hop
queries. In this regard, it should' be nOted.that'tlze.query. .__
feature of the system permits theUser to 'refine the-search .

strategy, prescribe the sort keyand delineate the .ptint
specification including entry of= fixed-labels. It ,As planned
that program segments will' bemOtten toprpvide necessary .

' preplanned reports.
-..

V. OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS':
,-

Data Collection

.All LOGDRMS upd'ates are accompl shed by direct on-line- 0-
,

entry to the- data hank- wdth nter ediatehandlJ.ng.'

* Add (criitte) act bras 'Are tenerallrentered in two ..:..

operatioAs. The fifstett,a-Apecified numbeff of loigical
records with -common attribuVeC,Oarameter). .The..kfollow-on

.
.

acrion is an update to add' eWAnique cyariables) attributes , ^"
'.::

of each record. ?The program-liMadditideti Rrompts the field-,..'
'name and solicits An entry or oarriage.:retUrnr Ascontiol
matrix monitors the applicahil 0 of attributes to a' particular

, .

Segment.
,-

I . . 4
- ... ,

.

,,,.
Changes Are entered in;7;one of two modes. ilasf; chajlge

-k- :. .
lirwf mulitiple records with id5nt4Cai information is accompla*hed

1

as a single action. UPdatinge,ofiecords requires identity'6f
the fieldname to be changed and whew, read the entry of the

.

data applicable to the specikied.,.attribut,V:---1=-.

* %
, ; o . ' ,

. . Edit/validation c'dotioRusing tables prevents entry-
of invalid rodes'oz.code comblnations. .

0
.

ile

LOGtems
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V. OP-ERATIONAL ChAkACTERISTICS

* Changes to text such as Official Name, Synonymous
Names, Definition, and Remarks Are'mnde With a text editing
routine which.allows for insertion, dgletion, or replacement.
-of only the changed characters withbut requiring any action
on the unchanggd portion of the, text:

.

all. 0
.

'Operating Mode . X ,4 *
,

e

LOGDRMS ics organized in three subsystems; (a)'-update;-
(b) query; and (c,)" batch processing .products.

,I.
.4.

...
. .

.

* All data updates (additions, changes, deletions) are
performed on"line directio.the data -bank.

-
.

Query is perfornied on-line interactive 'with search.
strategy definedin terms of fieldnaines andIkey valnes
utilizing -boolean and; dr; and not. .14

,
,

*.. Batch processing produi-arirdeVelby extractfng
1_

. 4 data base records-And dumping sani on magnetic.fape in-
-

.

.

response to ft,query command.' The' magnetic tapes are batch
prociipsed anikprepared or entry into Compdter Output Micro-
film (CbM) equipment which produCes 4aster microfiche which

^ in turn areacopied and.distilbuted.. .....

Interfaces ., .

* ,
At the present -time, LOGDRgB'does not directly

\ , interlace with any other system. ' ''
s 4

*CZ.
p , S

Future planning for'enhancement calls for tape
products from systems diestgn centers.to be batch loaded
into,LbGDRMS. Additionally, data termlnals'are to be
installed' at system' design centers to 'Rake the LOGDRMS avail- e.
able -on site of'eystem.developnrent,and 'to eliminate the need
for hard copy (microfiche) pubf,,icatOns for screening Purposes.

c

VI. SECURITY,
J

. P
RestrictiAns on Use ..

,
..

"' LOGDRMS is .designed to document unclassified information.
,

. . 4 ..

, .
PA 4 , .. .

.

- ,ResCrictions are included
,

b
v 1

y password -control.00n ,Xkr.

update or query. Since sorting involves so much CPU time,
vbeparate passwords control who 'eian,s0kt retrieved datg.'.

. . 0 ..

4

7

c*.
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SECURITY

Privacy At Considerations

A complete- sectiOiLik .f a logiJV records is devoted- to
security 'iattributes dcncludin.g privas,y and- freedom of,, infor-7
mation cbrisideratiorid. *°

, -

\- 7

a

)

4

if

re-

1
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I. IDENTIFICATION

Office of1Prime Responsibility

The Standard Data Element System ( STADES) was developed by the
Navy Regipnal Data Automation Center, Washington, DC f(NARDAC,

k 'WASH., DC), (formerly the Naval Command Systems Support Activity
.(gAVCOSSACT)) totsupport the development, documentation, imple-

"
mentation, and ofitntrol of the'NaVy World-Wide Military Cotmand
and Control System (WWCCS). For information on STADES contact:

Commanding,Officer 1

Navy Regional Data Automation Center; Washington, DC
Attention: Code 70.3 (Mr. Frank Tagler)
Washington Navy Yard, Building 19'6
Washington, DC 20374

Telephones: AUTOVON: 288-3629
'Commercial: (202) 433-3571

Documentatl.on

'System documentation is internally dell4loped arid maintained. The
principal publication for the NaVy WWMCCS Standard Data Element
System (STADES) is NAVCOSSACT Document Number 88T001 TN-01 currently
being revised as a NARDAC, Wash., DC publication.

III, SCOPE

Reason for Implementation

The World-wide Military Command and Control System is desi9ed to
.promote commonality of computer programs and systems across command
lines. An essential part of this effort is encouraging the use,of
existing data, data structures, and data files in order to simplify
interchange of data and'programs. The Navy WWMCCS Standard Data
EleMent System (STADES) has been designed to, aeilitate this effort
and to ease the problems of determining the structure of data and
data codes that are used in prOgrams and syitems designed for WWMCCS 1!..,

use particularly when such data have been used 1:1 previously developed .s1,,
projects. - .

A f

STADES



II. SCOPE (Cont'd)

Responsibility

The Navy Regional Data Automation Center, Wksh., DC (NARDAC,
Wash., DC)., Washington Navy Yard, an element,of the newly formed *s'
Naval Data Automation Command (NAVDAC), 'is respOnsible for manage-
ment, maintenance, and promulgation of the Navy WWMCCS Standard ,

Data Element System (STADES). ,-As a part of this function, NARDAC,
Wash., DC:

* Has established the initial centralized NAVY WWMCCS
standard data element file from data elements in SECNAV
Instruction 520Q.20A, JCS Pub 6, JCS Pub 7, Federal
Information Processing tandards (FIPS) and the DIA
IDEAS file.

o q 4

* Hag de'veloped and is maintaining procedures for the
Navy WWMCCS STADES using RAS II,to proiride:

** Efficient afid'effective storage, indexing and
data element classification for centralized NAVY
WWMCCS data standards.

** Responsive inq iry and retrieval techniques for
use by,a local WWM CS data manager.

* Determination of when local data element development
should be authoriied.

Promulgation of RAS II and files, including updates,*.
to Navy and Navy supported users.

4
Record Association System (RAS)

The.Record AsSociation System (RAS) II, the program system used
for Taintaining,the WWMCCS STADE$,is an automated cataloging
and'indexing system with extensive query and retrieval
capabilities. the design'of RAS II is based updh a capabil-
ity which allows development of many separate data bases
(modules) which are used i4ependently or mergWin selected
combinations. In this manner,. each user can-control.and
maintain both EAM (Electrical Accounting Machine) and computer
operations required for his use of the RAS II., HOwevqr, the
users modules av'e considered as mergeable files of an overall

;JADES
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II. SCOPE (%nt'd)

RAS II data base. Use of one set of record formats and programs
-in/RAS IT. facilitates the exchange of information among all RAS,II
users. Individual access to the modules by any RAS II user is
coordinated and accomplished by the NARDAC, Wash., DC RAS II

'staff. The NARDAC, Wash., DC RAS IL-staff also maintains two
modules. One contains a file of approved standard data elements
and related featuresand the other a file pt information on all
approved standards for ADP. These modules areavailable to all
users for automatic merging with their respective data base
modules, This capability eliminates redundant preparation of
approved standards data by RAS II users.

When RAS II is used as a data element library system, initial
investigations recliftre that analystg collect information

'-describing data systemsor subsystems, the data files or reports,
-which are part of the systems or subsystems and the data chains
and data elements which constitute each file and report, Each
data chain or data4lement is encoded so as toreferinceits
related data chain standard or data Element standard. Updates

. to a RAS II Data Base are,facilitated by the automatic assign
ment o'f,a,permanent key (Record Identification Code) for identify
ing each record.

A
Three types of printed forms eye used by the collectors. When
the forms, are completed they aqte submitted for review to a central
coordinator familiar With both 1AS II and'the system._ Upoh
completion of review, the forms are returned to the collectors':
for keypunching, and verifiCation, Sorting the cards prior to
listing is optidnal but makes proofreading easier. The listing
of the punched cards.is reviewed by the collector and corrections
or'additions are prdvided as needed. The completed cards are .

submitted by the collector to the RAS II maintenance personnel
for, a .generate or update computer run. The resulting listing
shows the records modified by that run and any input errors
encountered. Separate-programs are used to format and list all
or part of the data base. Catalog and retrieval runs are made
When summary information from the data base is desired. -

)
-4

RAS II can also be employed as a.tool for operations research
efOrts related to, data requiiements and data resources.
Application of the RAS II methodology to definethe elements
of sYstem data requirements and data resources provides an
organized structure fofr analyses. Through the analysis of
RAS II outputs redundant data reporting-can be 'found and
information requirementg can be matched to exiting data
resource

,
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SCOPE (Cont'd)

RAS III, an updated version of RAS II, allows for
active.query.aqdupdating'of the RAS data base.

online inter-
_

STADES'Procedures
, f' .

. .
. . . .

'STADES is essentially a set of procedures governing. the develop-
ment'an& use of the data content of. RAS II files with special
emphasis on review of data elements and their related features
duringospecified eyents of the systems development life cycle.

The Data Element Dictionary

The Data Element Dictionary is a structured.output product of
the system used to communicate information pertaining to standard
date-elements and related features,tb various classes of users,.
However,, it should be noted that the RASII capability allows
for output of a wide range of information products other than
the data element dictionary.

Ift, ADP RESOURCES

O

a

Although RAS II is available on the UNIVAC 1100 series, IBM 360/370,
and CDC 6700 wi slightly different capabilities; the sy(stem for
Navy WWMCCS is r n on the Honeywell 6000 series.

Hardware Requirements

* Honeywell 6000 series,

Oue (1),magnetic tape..

* \'Three (3) tape drives

.

One ) line printer

* One (1) card printet

'\'t

than 29K

Edneywelli dcos'
\ * ,

.*

One (1)- data terminal

Core memory: less

* Operating System:

I

.
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III. ADP RESOURCES(Cont'd).

Software' Requirements

6* Allprograms are-written for ANSI COBOL

* Utilizes internally developed RAS II programs in
three distinct blocks:

. .

** Maintenance programs for generating and updating
the data base. :

( 1. .
.

** Catalog
,N

Prog ems for formating and printing the
, data base.

% ** Retrieval programs which prqvide various query
capabilities

IV. CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS

Purpose

. RAS II has been implemented on,Navy WWMCCS compu tersin support
.Of STADES to'provide:

f

* An automated inventory of NAVY WWMCCS data element
.

,* information

* Indexes of this information

* Catalog Report Generation Capability_

* Query/Retrieval Capability

Data Relationships

RAS is an automated data storage indexing and,retrieval system..
Its primary use in the Navy is to maiiii'ain data element libraries .

by.generating files of data elements and related information,
indOing the data elements, generating data element catalogs
an4/retrieving data from the data element 'iles. These files

are modular,-allowing separate organizations to independently
f

c\
develop.theix own data element librariefOnd yet be able to

\

share data or files, bxautpmated'means, with other RAS 'data
/ element ,libraries. These Anteracting data element libraries .--,

STARE

!
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Tv. CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS (Cont'd)
/

.

.make up a Navy-wide dateelement.libraty I

system. The dati .

stored in data element files dreretrieved for specific analysis,
design, and data'standardzation purposes. The is indexed
by assigned classiflications'and liy keywords. Logi61 associations

.

of these indexes,c8mplement a query capability for ret±ieval of
the data. Catalogs, reference indexes, and'sfesific retrievals
of data,may be generated. RAS is `sufficiently flexible for storing,
indexing, and retrieving data on entities other.fhan data elements
and related features. ItAsoised for document catalogirg and .. ,

'report control.

Data Organization

The WWMCCS'STADES contains infdrmation al;out:

* Data Systems and Subsystems

*- Data Files

* Data Record Types .

/

* Data -t se Identifiera-arid Data Chains

7
* 'Stanaard"Data EANKehts and Standard Data Chains.

RAS Programs 4

0.
* Four maintenance programs

-

* Two maintenance programs for,Dis trplitive

* One associating program providing five re

.Six catalog report programs

* Five basic ritiieVal.programs-
A

* , Two interactive programs

V. OPERATING MODE

Data Collection

4

Data Base

ference indexeA '

1

* Creating,an initial record,ist performed on a batch basis.

o1

STADES:
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.V. OPERATING MODE (Cont'd)

. ., x/' . .,

* Changes to existing records are processed on a batch basis
(RAS II).and/or on line in the case of facilities utilizing the
RAS III Interactive version.

.

.
, c .

*.Controls are built in to.edit updates and to control' inputs
only from those sources authorized to update the records 3

involved.

:7

Operating Mode

* RAS II is designed for batchprocessing (update, query
and display). ,

** RAS III provides on line interactive query capability
as well as on line change capability.

Interfaces
41.

The WWMCU STADES is designed to interface with user sybtems
' (e.g.,'141.1MCCS,CINCPA6, COMSUBLANT, DCA JTSA, etc.).

!

VI. SECURITY ,

V

Restrictions on Use

44t
* STADES includes provisions forrecording the security
classification of the data or entity being described;

STADES also includgs controls to assure that only
authorized activities can introduce or update records.

Privacy Act Considerations

Considerations of privacy cai be incorporated in remarks notes
of applicable records.

\
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USDA Data BaSeDirectory.-

I.NIDENTIFICATION

. 4.
'The USDA Data Base Director 4s being developed by the USDA',Office
of Automated Data Systems (ADS). The direct4ry was first designed
it. 1975,to provide an inventory of on-line applicatiops operated by
the various independent agency data processing staffs. The develop-
ment.of this inventory was conducted by the:.

Plans and Policy Division
:Office of Automated Data Systems

U. S. Departm nt ofAgriculture
Washington, D . 20259 -

Roxanne Williams, Director Pla4s-and Polic'YDixision, ADS; USDA"
is the contact point for infoription,concerning the Data Base.
Directory (202/447-2118). Copies pf the data base design used tO
support this inventory can beciobained by contacting ADS directly..

. .. . .

II. SCOPE:,

, 1

In 1972 the Department conducted a detailed survey
-

df-peogram data .

requirements. Both manual and%automated date; were,identified accord-
ing to- the Departmental programs which' they sdppOrt. The following
data attributes were collected placed on-line onsa 370/145 for
retrieval, and published for information interchange in die USDA
DataInventory: title of program data requirement, descriptive
ahstracr,:major data elements, source 'of data and processing mode.

This' initial inventory was conducted to identify potential common
interest data; thus, supporting'the Department's move into the data
base (DBMS) environment. Now that the Department has transaction
prodessingand data base management capabilities, it has becpme more
_important teidentify common data use and to,cataiog on-line data to
inceease information exchange:.

The USDA0Data Base Directory (DBD) is one tool which has been
.develOped to augment the data management)needs of the Departmental/.
_Agency Data Base Administration OBD) taffs. The'DBD was created
as a Data Resource Management-System or tool which can provide DBA
staffs with information about on-line applications needed to manage I

data bases, i

' ' ;4., c

924. USDADBD
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The Objectives and operational uses for the DBD:are to provide:
-

. Individual agency access-to-information about existing ,

' automated data in support of data Interchange within the
Department.

. . )

. Computer centers with s9ftware utilitation figures.
.

. . ,

. The Depqrtmental DBI'itaff with a global view of process-
ing. trends. . -

10-
. The DBA staff with an inventory of data base's Department=

- .

wide. ,..L. .

'

The DBD was develOped in 1975 as'a follow-up to the 1,972 USDA Data
Inventory' study. The DBD contains infOrnlation on approximately
thiTty-five data bases to date; the inventory has just been started .

and currently reflects only a snall percentage of,the Depaftmental
data bases. The present structure othe DBD is under review.bithe
agency data base managers and 1;a-g-e-dZn experience to date, is

subject to modilication.

III ADP RESOURCES

The USDA DIID is operational on an IBM 370/168 using batch and
on-line processing through TSO into'a single user version Of the '

Data Base Management System (Systent 2000.df MRI Systems Corporation).,

, IV. CONTENTS AND DUCTS

The'data relationships utilized by the USDA DBb include:
C '

.1

, A repeating group concept using System 2000 that ties each
data base or Croup of data bases to tl}e system which it
'supports--sWowing the title and description °E.-the system
and the title and descriptiOn of the supporting date bases.

. The'major data elements contained id each data base.

. Titles,of reports generated from the'data base's.

. List of USDA agencies other, than the owner agency inter-
-,ested in the data bages. - .

, .
, .

. r
, .

ar

' .

105 USDADBD
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V. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

, Data collectionfor the DBD is aecontplished using, two methods.
Flvst, USDA procedures for development of on -line data bases require
'submission of data base specification to the Departmental DBA staff.
these specifications and documentation information are entered into

the DBD. Second, for data bases already in existence, agency DBA
.staffs collect the informAtion and forward the data to the Plans and
Policy Division of ADS for inclusion in the DBD.

9 I

%

VI:. SECURITY P

° This datais then. entered VIM TTY compatible terminal into the
'System 2000 data base. Contiol of the DBD access is accomplished
using the SysIem 2000 password security.

VII. USER CHARACTERISTICS

The Office of Automated Data Systems is4a staff office with total
responsibility fox management of the Department's Data Processing

operations. ADS works direCtly with- the ADP .Staffs of elle Depart-

, mental line agencies. ADSmaintains the DBD, each agency has copies
of the DBD .output. At present; the 6BD coptains.inforMation at6ent.

online data bases covering:
44

Name of prganization responsible for the database system
. Agency contact . .

D

.

..

.
. System name
, Data base name

4 . Proceising location r .

. Software used .,

. Datarbase size .

:/DAta base description
. . Major data elements / .4

. Source of data elements
,/

:c.
Data use (which program it supports)

,
'T..1. Data base repoyt -, )

9
6

. lipnate mode and frequency ,

. Ocher interested.USDA agencies .

---,
. Personnel data indicator ...

4 6 . Security featUry
.

I eeeiA
0

This list is not all inclusive, and issubject to modification as
the Department gains more experience in its use of the DBD. -

.
.

. -.

VII. COSTS o
e 4

. .

. . . i
.

Any analysis of USDA costs would be premature at this time since the
existing data base is. sO small, The existing DBMS; System 2000, was
adequate for our.needq so that no special software acqiiistionecosts

/were incurred. -

. .

94. 10 USDADBD.
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
VA DATA DICTIONARY

I. IDENTIFICATION

the Veterans'Administration Data Dictionary (VADD), designed and
developed by the Department of Data Management of the Veterans
AdMinistrationwas installed July 15, 1976. This system is the
responsibility of the Privacy and Data Administration Division
(334), and for information, please contact:

Chief, Privacy and Data Administration Division
810°Vef-mont Avenue, ,N.W.

Washington, D. C.'20420

Phone: (202) 389-3034

DOcumentation, in the form'of,a "Handbook to the VA Data Dictionary",
js available on request. This.document is primarily a user -'s guide
.to the systeM.

II: SCOPE

The objectives of the VA Data Dictionary are:.,

. To standardize data elements through a data inventory, by
first ideptifyingland-then i'solqiing,thOse' data elements'
with cdmmon definitions and attributes.

. To identify and eliminate and/or prevent redundancy and
inconsistencies in data elements used.within VA ADP'Manage:
merit. -

to provide detailed documentation-of dal* elements; to
insure ihatall pertinent facts about the elements are
communicateddirectlyand ,concisely to.bothADP and
non4DP'management..

-r-

4 To aid VA personnel in:determining-the impact,of prOpused
and/Or, approV:da changes. to data elements uy identifying
the programv;master files and reports:in which the ,data
eletheilts appear. .

, =

7 1

. To°5upporf VA personnel engaged in_desi6ning, maintaining,
and managing automated systems: by p:oviding easily .

comprehensible reports descriying the VA data resource.
.

0(3'
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The VA Data Dictionary is an information tool by which the Veterans
Administration intends to Manage and control the data resource. This
information lool is an automated, central collection point for a
current and cbmplete description of all VA data elements. In -)*

addition to this dictionary, feature, the system is also a data,
directory in that data elements are'linked to application systems,
user programs, master files and reports'.

f I

The total number, of data elements in the VA is approximately 82,000
elements. As of November, 1976, there exist 374 application systems

in
the VA. This amount can easily be handled by the VA Data Dictionary.

A time span of approximately two years is anticipated for entering all
VA ADP applications into the VA Data-Dictionary.

-r

III, OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

The VA Data Dictionary.is installed on an IBM Series 360/65 Computer,
running under OS/MVT. The system requires 90K bytes of main storage,
a single 2314 disk (to be *used for intermediate work files), two tape
drives (three may be used as an alternative to disk for purposes of
spooling output) and a printer. Optionally, the VA uses a Xerox 1200.
off-line printing syttem.

The dictionary programs are written in ANS COBOL.

The software supporting the VA Data Dictionary is non - .proprietary.
. *

.. -
IV. CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS

N "

The VA Data Dictionary Oaster File, stored on-magAetic tape, is
organized by seggence number within transaction code, within Permuted
Word (key identifier for a data.element),.within application acronym. -

The record length is 25 positions, blocked 8. There are sevAn
multiple fixed length master records that contain:* specific informa-
lion on a data `elements (such as name, description, values, users,
application prdgrams affected); element nntent of an application's 7

master files; and data elements that are used in the creation-of,
application system reports. A Summary record follows each Application
System storing necessary statistical data.

The system is designed to run in a batch mode with sequential update
and report processiqg to occur a minimum of twice a jeek. It should

be noted that frequent update of the master file will provide users
. with the most current, up.-to-date information on data elements within.

their application(s).

semi- annually the entire VA Data Dictionary is"printed.

109
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The OA Data Dictionary generates several reports on the data element
contents of VA applications. Three distinct report types are produced:
"Element Description Report', Master File Report", and "Report Content"
report. These reports are,genef-ated bi= weekly as changes occur to the
information content of a data element, master file; or report, and
semi-annually when the entire contents of the Data Dictionary is
printed

The primary report generate'by the VP Data Dtctionarry is an Element
Description Repo t- which describes each data element within a VA
application. The information provi'ded includes: Permuted Wprd (key
identifier of the data element); Element Name; -Source Responsi6ility
(organizational; element that controls or manages a VA Program
Application); Narrative,Description of the Element and its related
values; Application Programs and VA departments that° use the Data
Element. -

As stated previously, the VA Data Dictionary links data elements to
application master files and reports. The "Master File Description
Report: identifies, by application system, all data elements stored
within a master file in it proper sequence: An "Element Structure
Report: identifies, for each report generated by an application
system, all data elements used in the creation of the report.

eby-pi-oduct'of this ,dictionary is the "permuted Word" Report': The.
"Permuted Word".Reportlists all VA data elements., in Permuted Word
sequence, and the appiicationt system that uses the data,element.
For a brief explanation, this °provides a'means of cross-referencing
data elements common to multiple applications.

The -update program generates separate lists, by application systems,
for all accepted or rejected transactions. -.In addition, a .-tatistical

summary report lists, by application system, individual totals for the
number of elements, master files and reports contained in the VA Data
Dictionary Master File for an application, in addition to,other mis- _

cel 1 aneous statistical data.

The VA Data Dictionaryprovides a query facility through the use of
optional reports. :These reports, run on an IBM Series 360 computer
or, other compatible compOter hardware, consist ofospecific application
requests or partial reports about: (1) a specific data element or
(2) the contents df a specific application master file,-.,or (3) the
data elements usectssin the construction of each report. Storage of
the Master Files'on tapes pekes it very conduciveto distribution of
these files td the varioustyA Data Processing Centers throughout the
United States. This will permit.;each Data Processing Center to obtain
any:portion of the Dictionary that is in current demand.

I.
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The systeM do s not have an RPG pliability dor prciyide any inter-
active activ ty, special utilities oK interfaces with any other .

system. Ho ever, at a later time, certain information .may be
.extracted f om the systeM and used as input to a Data Base Manage-

.

menf Sys te

V. OPERATIG ALCONSIDERATIEINS E 4 ¢

f

The org,nization responsible foe malt)4 ent and 'control over a VA'
applic tion (the"Responsible 'Source% ,,,Will.desi-gnate certain
Personhel to prepare input data to t "VA Data Dictionary. These
'peopl , commonly referred to as "InforTation Specialists", should
be f Miliar with and IsnoWledgeable ot/the information contents of
their application, systeMS1

Data .to Wenterediinto.the VA Datavulctionary System initially
is obtaiqd from, existing system dotiiMeptation found in manuals,
circplarsiand, directives, or throuqh*ppe expertise, pf'various
individuAls. Appropriate systems personne at a VA Data Processing
Center (DPC) may provide data such avapplication program names,
master /files and reports content. Trifs data gathering and Rrepara-`
tidn qn be phased.in at different'time periods. That is, data
element name and description will establish a data element on the

n. maste/ file with additional information to be provided at a later
time./

Inpu to the Dkta Dictionary system is accomplished through key-
ent y egaipment using seven different transaction formats. .

'"-...

Pr cedures have_beenestablished to insure integrity of data to be
s bmitted to an processed by the VA Data Xjctionary. These - include
various ,circulars and the Data Dictionary Randbook. Continued usage
f themi)ctionary.by the responsible sources of information will

enCanceTthe integrity of the dictionary.' , 1

.,,,.

The VA Data editS not only for'Imlidity, but completeness
of data submitted for processing. Any free-formatted areas are not
edited.. Back-up to the master file is provided through retention of,
father-10nd. grandfather master files and transaction tapes:. ,

4

. SECURIT\74-
I,

Procedures have been established or the development of an access .

to the VA Data Di'ctiona'ry.. Aces s is available to all authorized
personnel in the Veterans Administration. Tape copies of the master
file are available to all,DPC's for query and optiona:eports at a -

. user's request. Since the dictionary is "hard-copy" version;
limitation of access is not intended to be restrictive; since at the
present ,time, itis not intended to be a data base system. A

provision has beemade to indicate the security level of each data'
element. At this time, however, it is not an,active feature ill the

element'description. .

:111
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All input documents are submitted through the Privacy and Data
Administration Division for review, analysis and control. CompUter
'generated' reports ai-6.dittributed to authorized personnel according,
to established procedures.

VII. USERS

The VA Data Dictionary is a useful information tool, to be used VA-
wi.de and ribt limited to a specific application or geographical area..
iliecauseodf the layman's-language description and definition of data
elemenits, the dictionary may be utilized by ADP oriented as well as
non -APP oriented management and staff. As a result, the dictionary .

may b used as a, reference point for communication among management,
-ftuResponsible SOurce"; users, programmers and analysts. It also will

be used as the basic ingredientin formalizing a data base system.

4
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I NTIFICATION

If

APPENDIX D
SCOPE NOTES FOR THE

NApATIVE'SYSTEM-DESCRIPTION

Title. Full system title.

Short Title.
the system.

Commonly used abbrevia

-,Organization and Address. Idehti
the development of the syste

and coMplete mailing address. t

D. Technical Co ct Title Or an
of the office to be contacted
subject 'matter or ogerationa

---;odeand phone number and ph
commercial).

E. Documentation Type and+Ava
documentation. Classify
description, system desig
document title, docuient
availability of document
for obtaining documentaion.

of t
to th

zation
oizde

aspec
ae sy

o acronym identifying

e Aganization responsible
Branch or Division level

rc

and Phone Number. Identity
ailed information on the
s of the system. Include area
ant (i.e., FTS, AUTOVON,

. Briefly descrilbe available
e type of.kdocument' (i.e:, unctional
specification, user manu L, etc:)

reference number, and indi e the'

tiOn.listed. Identify the contact point'

labili

"II. SCOPE

. .

A. 'Background. B4efly idrili the circumstances which resulted
in the\deveiopment of a-613D/ systeli. If it is not the organiza
tion'stion's first qttempf drg nixed data management, describe the
'Trevibusefforts: .,,I o-. .1-'

.

1

1. History.of DED/D syste if obtaiined from another organization
or modified an lready vistin:esystem.

2. Approximate mo

.occurred or ar

3: Reasons for ad

B. Implementation,Lev
listed and detiAe
selectedshouldAx
in the view of th

rr

h and
expec

ptiOn

1. ID

in iSe

flet
deVel

year in which major system.milestones
ed to occur.

creatileff, or modification of DED systems.

Orminethe level of capability as
tion 2 of this report, The 'category
ccurateLy the system's primary function
per.
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III. ADP RESOURCES (IF NEEDED)

A. HARDWARE RESOURCES

)-Describe t e hardware ,
.

and software requirements of automated systems. The Waware
resource section should include the manufacturer's name and
model number of all computer main frames,-on which,to the knowledge
of the developer, the system is installed.

The operatjing system used and the
process tale system should be spec
such as disk and tape driVs, and
as pa,ge printers pr, microform dev

operate the system may be'listed.

minimum core required to
ified. Both standard peripherals,
special offline devices, such
ices, which are needed to

Software
... .

l
-. , ,

,
. -

,

DeScribe the software
,

resources in two diStinct grndii.g. The

first group should include any programs written by or extensively
modified by the organization which installed the system such

, ,

as edit and update programs and report generation programs.

The second group should'include any genera.14.4ed software needed
to execute programs in the first,group. --,thea..e. would include

data base management systems, generalized report generator
modules, program library facilities, and utilities such as
_sorts. anckdata_conversion_routines.

a-

For each group the developer's name, the source language, its
% 'availability and its, proprietary status and cost, if applicable,

should be listed. If a group of proprietary programs is involved
it is listed. as a group, not by component, programs. Only user
modifications should be mentioned.

IV. `CONTENTS AND PRODUCTS

0
A:' Data Relationship'Described

In thisisection, all entities (as previously defined by task

group 17) such as reports files, programs etc., which are covered
by the system, can be listed. .The relationships between the
information entities which the DED/D.describes may also be
OtlAned. For example, if data elements'are 'related to reports,

files to programs, this may be recorded-0'

4
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/

A

g

, B. Data Organization :

. .. . . . .

O Summarize the content and organization of the DED/D and give a o
A.

brief descriPtl9n of 116w it is physically stored and organized,
and whether or not.it is stored in machine readable form.

-List all lles, their primary purpose, and their content (record
andfield).with sequence and access methods. For example, a
system Might have one file which describes data elements and
,another which describes reports. FoFeach file list the fief
for each.Tecord in the file such as element name, size, or ties
or'report names, report data etc, and indicate sequence fields ?'
Specify the st rage meditim used for the file, i.e., microfiche,
paper, tape, disk, c.

C.. Re'orts and Products

List all standard products produced, by the system.andbxiefly
describe them if the titleis not self explanatory. Outline
any ad hoc reporting and query capability.

V. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Data Collection
1

0'.

Cover the sources of the'data used to buird and maintain the
DED/D suet as data processing or forms management, data ,proces

_sing users, systems_design personnel, database _administratton
staff, etc. .

.. .

'Discuss the methods used to collect data. Also describe data
collection methodologies,,such as reseatch through system docu
mentation, Interviews conductecrby analysts, or the use of -

special forms designed for the purpose. Describe the skill level
and, the prqcedures used in the entry and update processes.

,

'Operating Mode

Mention the system's operating mode, both update andquery.

:

Is it bapch or online for, both or is it NAEcture? 'Briefly

outline this capability.

'C. Interfaces

List interfaces with other application systems or- generalized
software'. 'An example of this ould.be.an interface between the
DED/D and a financial management system'or a project control ,-

system. .

f.
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A. Restriction on Use

Discuss any restrictions on use of the DED/D, tie reasons'
for 'the restrictions, and the ways they are enfofded. List the
Personnel and offices who normally performupdates,___L-

.B. Privacy Act of 1974 Considerations

Cover-any effects which the -organization feels that the,Privacy<
- Act of 1974 has had upon the way in which the IEU is dsed

or Constructed.

VII. UsereCheracteristics
S'

A. User Organization. Describeo& the organizational relationship
of the responsible organization to user organizationS, and the
levelof the responsible organization within the overall organization

B.' Data Used Maintained. List the information entered and'maintained
by the DED/D for usgl: organizations.

,

'C. Reasons for Use. List the reasons for using ehe.DED/D by user
,organizations. -

VIff. COSTS OPTIONALVO/ "414)

A. Co t. Supply any available estimates of ,cogt in ars Which
be heleful to prospective users or developers in scoping

resource commitments if they expect to -develop and maintain .
appgoximately the same number of data elementsand expeC.t similar
'amounts,of activityagainst-the DED/D.

Incl4de costs for equipment, software, maintenanceYand related
support costs.

.B. Personnel Coimittment.

1. fist-the number and type or: classification of.personnel
used during each'phase 61 system development and operations.

.

2. Listskill levels by type-oeclassification of personnel
3 'employed during development and operation. A

3'. List of tasks performed during development and operation.

r
Iii .' IX. General Comments .

.

1
.4

InclUde'additionai'comments which the d veloper wishes-to make.
. t

11 4.
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APPENDIX E
DEFINITION'S- OF-1141VRMATTOIT ENTTTIES

0

0
so,

The following,definitions Ire Intended to prOmke a clear understand-.
ing of the meaning of each one of the Entity Classes that are ideritifie'a

.,/ in this palicatiod. It should be understood that what constitutes an
Entity Class ieenvironment dependent. What one organliationinay deter-

', ...;.?'mine ds appropriate Classes of entities and theirlelationahip`to one
, vz-

-' another may differ from what another organization'codaiders 'appropriate, f
... r

Plan/Program - An activity directed toward a common purpose, objegtive,0
. or goal undertaken or propoSed by an organitation in ordtE to carry out,

. .

responsibilities assigned to it. In many.instances the 0 Or vogram
has its root in legislation or ex Live determinatiope'4( be Plan ,

[Management] and Program (Manageldentl.)

Plan (Management) A documentation of 'manacgement,goals together,with a
genejal prescription of the manner in which such goals will be attained
within a defined timefraie.

,

Program (Management) - A combination of activities undertaken by one or
more organizations directed toward attaining specified management objec-
tives in .given functipnal and subject matter areas. Initiation of a
Management program is''normally effected by issue of a directive, instruc-
tion, regulation, or other type of authoritative ispance which prescribes
the scope of effort's, enunciates managiment objectives.and prdgram policies,
,assigns respontibilities, anAauthorizes the usreof reso e$ for the
purposes-- of--t-he---program.

, .

System - A composite of equipment, skills, techniques, and information
capable of performing and/or supporting anoperation role in attaining.
,specified management.objective$4 A complete system fiicludes. related
facilities, equipment, materialser/ices, personnel? and data/information

.. required for its operation to the degree that, it can be considered a
self-sufficient unit in its intended operational and/of iuppott environment.

Application - The first level subdivision of a system consisting of'Z
series of processes or procedures devoted to accoMplishingia spedified
'portion but not all ofthe system pb3ectives. In managemeht,sysiems,
_applications are often-identified a§ subsystems. In'autdmated'data
processing systems,-ap ications are frequently identified as _tither&
subsystems or apprlica on systems:' ,

.

Procedure - A series f precise step -by -step processes within

cation which produce s ecified results.' The processes may he manual or .

automated or a combination of both, The termipology normalfy used to
descrtbe an automated process id."computer pr ram";,manual prppesses

-are "tasks". A
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Process (Operational) - the first level subdivision of an application______4___
consisting of a systematic*.sequence of,ope'rItiOns to produce a speCified
,result. (See also Procedure).

-

File --A'colleetion of related records which are treated'as a tinit:,

(With the advent of computers, it.has now become'fesible to collect
related recordswof one or more files tbibe.treated as.a unit to serve
one or more processes. This form of related file structure is sailed
-a DATA BASE. 'In the event a 4ecigion is madeto record data bases as
a separate entity class-in a Dip, they shOuld be recorded at a hier-.-
'archically higherilevel than FILES:),

`Record A collection of related data elements treated as a unit.

Record (File) A collection of related file items of data treate s a
unit.

,identifying name and

identifiable and definable information.
c space on a florm, report, or record.

s value or values for expressing a specific
'fact,

Report A product of a process which prbvides, a narrative, statistical
or graphical presentation of one or More'records and/or other information
'transmitted for use in planning, controlling or evaluating operations and
performance, and deters policy:

Data Element - A basic unit of
A data element ocoppies specifi
It ha -an

Form - Any printed design with'ot wia-Out text which,contains blank spacgs%_,
-moo e Fired n to rediE6114-Ct, or transmit'one or more records. A

form completed by the entry of information may be a file record, a
document, or a report.

Document (Transaction) A collection of related items of data treated
as a unit for input to a system, application, or prodia's.

t

Go.
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